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ENGINES WRECKED
BY BROKEN SHAFT

PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING. JULY 15 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

HOME TELEPHONE COMPANY EPILEPTIC FELL
'HARAHAN SAID TO BE OUT
MAY BID ON NEW FRANCHISE
IN TENN. RIVER WITH HARRIMAN IN!. C. FIGHT

mm..•.••••••••

races it is proposed to hold. The
DEPUTY MARSHAL BRINGS
convention this year will last two Hugh McClain
TWO MAYFIELD PRISONERS. Harahan. Astor
Drowned
Someand Others
days and rates will be held both afWade Brown, deputy United States
ternoods. A fancy drese parade of
time Sunday Morning
marshal, returned today front MayMay Return to Old AllegiRed Men in Indian costume will be
field with two
prisoners.
Blouf
ance and Strengthen Former
the feature of the morning of July 3.
Rowland was brought here, charged
Front that on the two days will be
with bootlegging in Mayfield. Jake
Crew Has Narrow'
Head of Road in Board
,locale. From' FlyWas Out in Skiff Examining His Trot
filled with hilarious events.
Ceuch was brought here and
will
ing Cylinder and Captain Is
Lines and Empty Skiff Was
The attendance of Red Men alone
take the debtor's insolvent oath this
Knocked Down.
Seen From Shore,
is expected to be. several thousand,
afternoon,
counting
the
znerabere'
1.1allee PIACED '
families,
ON CHARGES.
IGOSSIP ABOUT GREAT ROAD.
while the attractions will be BUM Band to Play at Princeton.
•
dent to draw many others from the
Prof. William Deal and his band
THOUSAND.
LIVED WITH WIDOWED MOTHER
DAMAGES
THREE
surrounding towns. Only the outline
left today for Princeton, where a real
It is understood
that if another of the program is known now, but
estate company will have a big Pale Fish Renews His Effort to Regain
telephone franchise is offered for the committees to be appointed will
of lots and will have a picnic and
Control of Board of Directors and
sale by the city the Home Telephone get everything into shape without deSuffering an epileptic spell while band concert. The band will not reCaptain
Voight, mate
Emory
company will be a bidder. While this lay.
alone in a skiff out in the Tennessee turn until Wednesday.
Charles Mitchell and the entire crew
Has Hopes of Ousting Great Ran
Thunder showers tonight and company is operating under a franriver opposite Owen's island, Hugh
of the towboat Mary Michael returnchise,
it
is
said,
the
officers
woula
Nlagnate,
McClain, 19 years old, of 220 Tennesed to the city last night by rail, hav- probably Tuesday. Highest temperbe glad to secure certain advantages.
see street, fell out of the skiff and
ing left their boat lying at the mouth ature yesterday, 92; lowest today, 76 troth for
the concern and its service,
was drowned Sunday
of the Forked Deer river with a brokmorning.
which are limited under ttie present
There were no witnesses of the occuren shaft and demolished engine room.
franchise.
New York, July 15.— Wall street
BOMB EXPLOSION.
rence and his death was discovered
The accident occurred Sunday mornLondon, July 15.—Seven perhears
Whether another franchise will be
persistent reports that the fight
by persons on the river front noticing while the boat was leaving the
sons killed and many injured by
for the control of Illinois Central beoffered is problematical. The East
ing his skiff floating empty down the
Forked Deer river at its juncture
Tennessee Telephone company made
an explosion at a bomb frwtory
tween the Harriman faction and Stuy
river.
with the Mississippi river, for Paduvesant Fish is to be renewed In Octhe point in its suit with the city,
at Odessa, according to reports
cah with two bargee of logs for the
McClain rented a skiff at the West
that no franchise has been offered Anti-Saloon League Meets at
tober and that Mr. Fish hopes to
received today.
Insane
Naval
Shoots
Reservist
Kentucky Coal company's tipple on
Ferguson-Palmer mills.
it. To meet this point one was drawn
gather sufficient proxies to restore
had
Engineer George Kreutcher
Court House and Prepares to Sunday morning at 8 o'clock to go at President of France But hint to his former position as presiand submitted to the general council,
STEAMER
AGROUND.
out to his trot line. He was last
the narrowest escape of the crew
and it is believed the terms would
New York, July 15.—The
Outline Plan of Campaign in seen while at his work and is sup- Bullets Go Wide of Mark--- dent of the road.
from a flying piece of the cylinder.
have been acceptable to the compasteamship Shinninook, the longIt is known that Mr. Fish has sumposed to have drowned about 10
Just as he left his chair on the boiler
ny. The board of aldermen rejected
est and soundest of the Morgan
mcned Governor Deneen of Illinois,
McCracken:County
o'clock..
Returning
On
From
deck to enter the engine robin, the
Parade
discovering
the
skiff
the franchise, on the ground that its
Coast line, is hard aground near
who is an ex-officio member of the
without McClain, several parties were
shaft broke and a piece of the cylinterms should not be more liberal
Hart's island, North River, with
board of directors, to New York to
organized to search for him and his
der struck the chair splintering it
than those granted the Home comfifteen
attend a meeting of the board durhundred
passengers
and hurling the fragments into the
pany.
WILL REPORT NEXT SUNDAY. body was found at 3 o'clock Sunday
ing the week, when it is expected
aboard.
afternoon by dragging the
river.
river.
ANTI-)IILITARISTS ARE At'TIVE. that some action toward securing
If a franchise is offered, a comCoal tar was on his hands when
The accident was so sudden that
promise probably will be affected in
proxies would be taken.
LEGATION DAMAGED.
found, Indicating that he had been
Captain Volght in the pilot house was
Its erms, between the severe strictConstantinople, July I5.—A
According to the Wall street stoworking on his trot line.
floored and various other members of
Citizens
opin
a
local
interested
ures on the Home company and the
Paris, July
l5! —The national ry, the stockholders of the Illinois
bomb explosion occurred yesterCoroner
Frank
Eaker
the crew were shaken up. The damheld
tion
an
inelection in Paducah met at the
demands of the East Tennessee comfete Sunday was marred by a futile Central have become alarmed
day In the summer home of U.
at the
age will be between $2.5o0 and $3,pany. More than likely the maximum court house Sunday afternoon at 3 quest Sunday afternoon immediately attempt on the life' of President Fat- disclosure
S. Ambassador heishman, OA
of the Harriman methods
after
the
body
was
•
as the fine engines on one side
consider
means.
o'clock
ways
recovered
and
to
from
rate
now allowed the Home company
lieres by Leon Maille, a naval reserv- in Union Pacific and Chicago and Althe Bosphorus, and four natives
_
_were almost totaly wrecked by the
wilt be retained on Party lines, WhIle -An exerettive eomniittee was ap- the river and the verdict, was -death tst or Havre, wife It Is believed, la ton, and _ _
were Slightly injured.
are anxious to rescue the
by
drowning,
organizadue
pointed
to
re-action of the cylinder. The Mary
of
to
draft
a plan
McCllain's
a limited advance. wijLhe allowed on
suffering of mania. Maille fired two property /rom Harriman's control beie-river front-1th epileptic 0411. shots at the
,Michael is the property of the heirs
other, telephones, with 4,000 sub- tion and lo decide whether'an "elecpresident. but did not fore similar methods could be apGLIDDEN TOUR.
tion should be held before or aster He had suffered from these attacks het him. He was at once arrested.
of the George Rock estate.
scribers as the basis.
Chicago,
July
plied to the financing of the Illinois
15.—The
last
the November election. This commit- several years.
The wheel dropped into the river
McClain lived with
On account of the activity of the
car of the Glidden automobile
tee is composed of James Koger, E. his widowed mother, who is prostrat- anti-militarists, who tried to organ- Central property.
after the accident and the boat float•
tourists left today for the run
There are about 20,000 stockholdE. Bell, C. W. Morrison, B. B. Bree- ed with grief over his death. Rela- ize a demonstration against the army
ed dangerously for a mile or so beto New York. Before starting,
den and J. E. Potter. They will re- tives. from out-of-town have been throughout France today, exception- ers of Illinois Central, and control
bore the crew could bring it to the
Chairman
Hower announced
port to another meeting to be held summoned to care for her. By trade al precautions were taken to safe- rests with them. Mr. Fish has had
bank. One anchor was lost and,sevthere should be no racing of
a majority of the proxies, but onenext Sunday afternoon at the court McClain was a machine hand at the guard President Failleres.
In
parted
were
chains
and
eral ropes
The atcars to pass each other, and
house. Speeches were made by sev- Paducah
•v
Furniture Manufacturing tempt on his life occurred on the fourth of the. directorate is elected
this effort. The boat was finally gotthat the speed limit of 30 miles
every year, and Mr. -Fish was ousted
eral of the citizens present and by company.
ten to the bank by pitching out anAvenue Des Champs 'Elysees while
an hour was agreed to. Every
the Rev. J. T. Brown, a temperance
The funeral will be held tomorrow the president was returning to the last year through the action of Corchors toward the bank and hauling
precaution will he taken to prelecturer of Louisville. The opinions morning if McClain's brother, who is palace from Long Champs, where he nelius Vanderbilt, John Jacob Astor
on the ropes. Fortunately when the
vent furtt er accidents.
accident occurred the boat was not
Forestall Other Local Fourth were divided as to the advisability of out on one of the Ayer-Lord tie had reviewed the garrison of Paris and J. T. Harahan, who had been
holding the eleteeon right away, or boats, can be found, With burial in- 4.-tee-presence of 351b060 enthuestue elected directors by pros:es voted by
far out in Th'erelver. The wfi
him.
of July Celebrations by Pre- waiting six months or longer until Oak Grove cemetery.
ANOTHER SHRIKE.
tic people. Premier Clemenceau and
what fragments, that could be caught.
working
organization
can
effective
an
Havana,
July
In October next -Atte terms of
la.—Another
crew
the
M. Lanes, the president's secretary,
were tied to the boat and
paring For Tri State Meet- be ,gotten.
strike of 1011aCe0 eorkmen may
were escorted by a smite:iron of cuir- Stuyvesant Fish, Edward H. Harritook two wagons and drove 2.0
be precipitated by she trust's
assiers. The carriage had safely man and John Jacob Astor expire.
miles to Ripley, Tenn., from there
ing in This City
decision to grant its , employes
emerged from the Bois De Boulogne, It is said that the Harriman intercoming up to Paducah by raH.
demands for pay in
American
where the anti-militarists had sta- ests will use every means possible to
Captain Voight today is looking
money. The independent manutioned themselves with the intention prevent Mr. Fish's re-election as a
for another towboat to go down after
facturers hay today they will not
MANY THOUSANDS WILL COME. Trolley Line of 160 Miles Will probof hooting the soldiers and were de- director, and on the other band s Mr.
the Mary Michael. The Martha Henably Be °instructed.
pay
their
men
in
United
States
scending
the broad Champs Elysees Fish will seek to prevent the re-elecThe
secured.
be
nen will probably
coin.
amid the acclamations of the crowds tion of -Mr. Harriman.
crippled boat will be brought to PaThere has been a persistent report
Atlanta, Ga., July 15.— A trolley
thronging the sidewalks, who were
ducah for repairs, as there are no
Twelve months' preparations will line from Atlanta to... Augusta, a dist- Average Yield of Grains and shoujing"Vive F'ailieres" "Vivi D'Ar- in railroad circles for several years
NOT VET.
facilities within miles of the Forked
be made by the Red Men for their ance of 160 mites, will be in operamee", when at the corner of Leaner that J. T. Harahan. wao was reChicago, July 15.—Advices reDeer river to repair the damage.
Seventy Five Per Cent of street, Maine from the curb fired two warded for his vote to oust Mr. Fish
celebration next Fourth of July when tion soon if the plans of a well capiceived from San Francisco today
Almost coincident with the accithe annual convention of the inter- talized company are carried out. The
point blank at the president in with the presidency of the railroad.
say there will be no strike of
dent to the Mary Michael, was a simTobacco Now Seem Certain shots
has found that his relent-Ion of that
state association of Red Men will be company is known as the Atlanta &
succession. No one was hit.
quick
No.
2,
Pacific,
the
telegraphers
as
all
ordered
today
to
accident
ilar
office beyond the present year is exheld in Paducah. In the meeting Carolina Construction company, capWholesale
arrests
of
anti-militarOrleans
Graves County Institute
hopes for peace are not abandon
one of the Pittsburg-New
next Friday evening the sub-commit- italized at $5,000,000. James W. Enist leaders are being made today as tremely doubtful.
ed. Two thousand men in Chitowboats. The Mary Michael passed
tees
will
be
appointed
glish,
Atlanta,
is
to
Sr.,
president,
of
attend to
the result of yesterday's attempt by
cago are ready to obey orders to
the Pacific Thursday at Stewart's
the details of the celebration and ef- Mathew IMason, vice-president. and
Matte on President Fallierie's
Leon
river
beMissiesippl
be
called
the'
they
work,
should
gait
landing on
forts to make it a success will so con- M. T. Edgerton, secretary. Serveys FOUR GIRLS FALL OFF HORBBB. life. Allienists believe Mane is mentupon to do by President Smalley.
low Cairo, and the shaft was broken.
have been completed between
tiuu until the event takes place.
Atally unbalanced and that no plot exThe wheel was lost and the engines
This long-time start is undertaken lanta and Conyers and between Athisted to assassinate the president.
were wrecked. Other boats making
OUR NAVY.
to forestall any rival celebrations of ens and Augusta.
Paducah have met with accidents
Warthington, July 15.—Rear
Benton. Ky., July 15.—Crop conmagnitude in Paducah on that date.
It is said dirt will be broken next
STREET CAR (X)NDI-CrOR
near the Forked Deer river.
.admiral Evans, declares he will
ditions in Marshall county have imWallace park has been secured and October and the line completed
PUTS UP PLUCKY FIGHT
in proved
match the American fleet against
wonderfully in the last few
the fair grounds will be secured for two years.
any foreign navy either in peace
weeks and the farmers are feeling a
At the regular tneetsfea of the
Assaulted by two colored passenor war. "From Commander in
great deal better than they did
a
lower hoard of the general council
said. "Efforts
Chief down," he
month or so ago. The hay crop equals gers who refused to pay their fares,
tonight Mayor Yeiser will lay before
any Marshall has ever reefed, and the Clarence Ogilvie, conductor for the
are brim; made to keep the Peet
the board the complaint of local dealat the higest standard of effiwheat crop is but little less than our Paducah Traction company, put up a
in rout- ers that the city scales are inaccuciency. Battle plans are being
average crops, Corn is late but with plucky fight and succeed
rate, and new scales may be reeomworked out in detail and not only
anything like favorable weather it ing his assailants. Street car, No. it,
mended. The ordinance committee
division commanders of the fleet
will be a good crop. Tobacco is the had been sent to Rowlandtowli Saturday night at 11 o'clock to bring a ordered prepared an ordinance, proNew
York,
July
15
--Completion
mate
newspaper
ship
is
publishers
of
every
the
in
vitalistic
but
only
crop
that
the
shows a falling off,
Boston, July 15.— The report of
dancing party to the city. When the viding for the grading and graveling
of an important Press association field.
prepared to drill • against any
and even it is slight. Marshall will
interstate commerce commission, recar on returning reached Finley ave- of Broadway between Seventeenth
consolidation was announced today.
raise about 75 per cent of an average
one."
lating to the Harriman roads, is apnue and Tenth street the two pas- and Nineteehth streets. If gutters
The Publishers Press association
The ScrIpps-McRae assoclation fur- tobacco crop, but the increase in the sengers hopped on the rear platform, and sidewalks are bui:t on the presproved by ,President Mel:en, of the
Scripps-McRae
SOUVENICS
the
Press
Hartford
BRYAN'S;
price
will
associattion
GEM
more than make up for
THUM.'
nishes The Sun's excellent telegraph
New York, New Haven and
and when Ogilvie asked, for fares ent grade the watersned will be deand the Scripps News association be- news service, which will be made all the shortage in yield. Business with
railroad. He said today, '"If 1 perthey refused to flay. Telling
both fective.
sonally had been asked to write an Gift. of Kings and Other Articles come one concern under the name of the more comprehensive by this mer- the local merchants is line, and show- they must pay or
get ofIl1 Ogilvie
the "United Press emaciation." The ger of interests. This is an evening ing nice increases over any previous
From Many Lunde Are Stolen.
opinion, I could hot have expressed
started to push one off when the one
Foot Found in River.
Denver. July l.—Pretrents made New United Press associatIod starts service of special merit, on account year. The whole county Is enjoying to his .haelf
my views any clearer than dots the
; struck hif on the left
A,foot in . goed vondition appea-commission."
to William .1. Bryama by kings, emper- with 460 clients, of which +04) are of 'its c'tisferefsa and concise language, an 'era- of prosperity never before -at- side of the 14tici with brass
linucks, ito0o have -been neatlyt cut from the
ors and other distinguished persons evening papers and 60 Sunday morn- furnishing the news while it hap- tained. Deposits in the local banks or some blunt instrument.
Ogilvie leg at the ankle, was discovered
Hears Two States Unite.
are the largest In their history, evi- quickly seized a switch bar and as
daring his recent trip around the ing papers -.it is not intended to pens.
Sunday afternoon at the foot of Clay
state
The
15.—
July
a
night
by
serve morning papers, but to make
Washington,
dencing in a materiel way the sub- the fellows hopped off and ran. Ogilworld were stolen last
street near the water's edge. Sevuncondepartment today received
stantial basis underlying conditions. vie started after them. He caught eral
burglar Many other souvenirs which the United Press the brat and greatChase after Mad (?) Dog.
women and boys walking along
firmed advices that the republics ot Mr. Bryan collected were also taken. est news agency in the world for
One of the bulites and gave him a the river discovered it and searched
Pistols and wildly excited
boys
Guatemala and Salvador have Weed Mr. Bryan left the collection
with evening and Sunday newspapers. All
Institute.
Graves County
sound whack over the head with the for some distance to discover If any
chasing a supposed mad dog, created
fortes and are beginning the mobili- hie daughter. Mrs. Ruth 1,eavite who active ernployes remain in .their poMayfield, Ky.. July 15-- (Special, stick Others came to the scene with other
part at a body was hidden near.
in
the
excitement
great
vicinity
of
attack
resist
any
troops
to
sation of
--Fully 160 teachers were present bricks and knives but the plucky con- It is presumed
lives here, for safe keeping. Mr. and eitions. The association v.111 seek to
that the foot was amHusband, streets last
-that may be made by the Nicaraguan Mrs. Leavitt left home a few days give fair, honest service to all legite Fourth and
when County Superintendent W . C. ductor stood his ground.
putated and cast into the water.
evening about 7 o'clock. In the early
government.
Dowds
collection
is
county
called
inGraves
the
the
of
ago. The value
afternoon a amen 1ur visited the res- stitute
to order at the court house
unknown.
idence of the Rev. Peter Field, and this
morning. The sessions will confought a pet dog. The intruder was tinue
five days. Prof. A. C. Burton,
Funeral of Tell Billingsley.
driven away and visited other resi- of Morganfield,
is conducting the inThe funeral of Mr. Tell SHlingoviev
dences, lighting every dog /is, saw. stitute, which starts out with more
in
who dropped dead On his farm
The replan - Rattled currehty That lt Interest than any In recent years.
Grahamville SattIrday, was held Sunwas mad, and boys secured pietole
bur
The
o'clock.
11
morning
at
day
and started to kill ft. Several ehots
Seventy-eight miles were made In old home at Weneeboro, in his maTwo Similar Accidents.
The
lal was In the family cemetery.
were fired, one taking effect in the
GrahamvIlle, July 16. (Special.) safety by Mr. James P. Smith in his chine Sunday. a distance going and
funeral was largely attended, and
neck, but not producing death. The --While out horseback riding Miss automobile Sunday, but at 7 o'clock coming, of 74. miles. His machine
•
BillingsSecond dividend
In the E. Reit- dog after a hard run outstriped his
E .1. O'Brien and company, ot Meows. Holland end R. A.
Lilah Harper, the 12-year-old daugh- last night when he was preparing to was standing in front of his resithe
present
at
city,
were
Louisville, tobacco brokers for the ley, of this
koph bankruptcy case will be de- pursuers.
ter of Mrs. Mary Harper, and Miss take his family out for a spin, his dence, 126 Washington street, when
clared tomorrow. It probably will be
French government, are closing a burial. They are nephew,.
Lucy Payne. of La Center, near Max- left arm was broken at the wrist by the accident occurred. He is unable
the Paducah
20 per cent. on $50,000. Trustee A.
in
successful season
on
Mills, were pitched off when the the reaction of the crank. The to be at work today on account of It.
Metropolis.
at
Married
They have bought heavily
E. Boyd ,has funds on hand for
market
horse
stumbled. Miss Payne fell on spark was advanced too far and when More accidents have resulted from
15.---(Special)---Metropolis, July
dividend of that imotrnt esti Referee
here. Mr. Vernon Aerritt, of Russelllittle Mies Harper, who wee bruised he started to crank the machine, it the crank on the automobile than
vine. hal" managee the Paducah end Ivy Halley and Tillie Humphreys, of E. W. Bagby will declare it. If no
and injured internally. Today she is fired backward striking him on the from any other source/ TheyNnualhere
by objections are sustained. A forma
married
of the business which has been con- Parlecah, were
renting comfortably at • her home, wrist. •
ly are not,, so serious, but noses have
Liggett.
'Senite
mill
Rigglesberger
divided*Rif ift per cent, has been
^-ducted in the old
Mr..Smith
and Dr. S. Z Holland, ef Graham_ had been to hte father's been broken. fingers ernashod, clothes
declared making a total of 30 pet
on South TitIrd street.. All the white=
estilha, .who attended...hoc, eielake-alte
a.and-mane.. utiles -miates-43s1ustee..—:
Tattier, July' 14.—a enseatela. from cent on the claIrmi. that have 'Wetly
Tereelented-bete- been. prised here.
the ground. Wee Hattie Smithers have been received. Such Accidents
will soon recover.
Plans for next year of this company 'Renal, Korea. reports the sensational allowed. There are $30,000 In (lain)*
Hattie Smithere, the 7-year-old had her right arm fractured In two are likely to happen to the most exin the local market have not beet' discovery of twenty-four men who Yet to be allowed or thrown out, and
The wife of Mr: Ray 'Moss, 320
en,nouneed but It is presumed that were concealed in the fierag 11o pal- if thrown our, a further dividend will Routh Fourth street, gave birth to a daughter of Mr. 13, H. StnIthers. was places below the elbow. Today she perienced chauffeur
t
they will return.
Mr. Merritt will ate, it is suppoeed, with the Intention be declared, while If allowed, It is hety Sunday weiglalleeete:Y one pound out. riding with her taster on home- is resting well,- although the arm
leave in a short while for a vaca- of astrassinating some of the min-lit- probable that the amount the *state and a half. Both the mother and back about a mile from. here whoa gives her some pain. Dr. S. 7. HolMr Claude
or returned WOG
the hOrs• etnMbled and both fell to land attended here,
will pay will have been reached.
ters.
to Greenville
tion in Ressellvilla
ehtld are doing very well today.
is morning.
...

Probably Will Provide To
Retain Present Maximum on
Party bines--and Moderate
Increase on Others

Towboat Mary Michael Lies at
Forked Deer River

...•11.11,0•1•••••

RAIN

NAME COMMITTEE
ON LOCAL OPTION

ATTEMPT IS MADE
ON M. FALLIERES

RED MEN EARLY .
IN THEIR PLANS

•

ATLANTA TO AUGUSTA.

MARSHALL CROPS
ARE EXCELLENT

GRADE BROADWAY
TO NINETEENTH

HARRIMAN REPORT
PLEASES MELLEN

Scripps-McRae Enlarges Field
And Includes Publishers Press

TOBACCO BOUGHT
BY FRENCH HERE

James P. Smith Breaks His Arm
While Cranking His Automobile

REIIKOPF ESTATE
PAYS DIVIDENDS

BABY WEIGHING
POUND AND HALF

4,0

iv_______
,k

i

•e-

PAGE TWO

THE:PADITCAtt.TEvENINIS SIPA:

JULT 15.
•ainsimit•gois~imilis

,•••••••••am,

EVERYONE WORKS
LIKE UNTO CLOCK

Woman's
Nightmare

TESTED .t.ND PROVEN.

pared with the stage on the same
date last year of 6.6. Monday mornThere Is a Heap of Solace in Being ing opened up fairly
active in freight
Able to Depend Upon a Wellmovements at the wharf.
Earned Reputation.
The Joe Fowler brought in the excursion party of fifty from Mt. VerFor months Paducah readers have non Sunday and returned with
them
seen the constant expressions of uch.o'clock today.
They liked Papraise for Doan's Kidney Pills, and d
at lal
read aboet the good work they have
Captain C. If. Pate, of Nashville
done itr this locality. Not another is to the city today looking
after his
remedy. ever produced such convinc- boat, the C. M. Pate on the dry
ing proof of merit.
docks. It will not be finished until
W. H. Smith, of 1012 South Fourth next week.
street. Paducah. Ky., says: -My back
The Nellie on the dry docks will
has troubled me for,some years past be finished by Wednesday
or Thursand it would ache so just at the hips day.
that I would have to go and lie down
The Katherine passed dawn
for
and then I could not get up without Cairo Sunday morning from
the Sishelp. I tried plasters and every- ters' islands where the model
barge
thing that would come to my notice was aground. It was pulled
off after
that I thought would help me. I did lightening it.
receive some benefit but the trouble
The Margaret left this morning for
%%mild return again in a short time as the Tennessee river after
ties for the
Everybody working with clocklike
severe as ever. One day we notice Ayer-Lord Tie company.
•
regularity, both in the field and at
Doan's Kidney Pills advertised, so I
The City of Savannah will leave
the bat, is responsible for the John
Hollan Independents defeating - Ful- sent to DuBois & Co.'s drug store for St. Louie this afternoon for the Tenton's crack baseball team Sunday af- a box. I took them as directed and nessee' river, Arriving here Tuesday
ternoon at Wallace park. The score In about one week I was able to go night or Wednesday morning.
about my work as usual. The lamewas 7 to 1, and the one run
Sleepy Paducah excursionists were
credited
to the visitors was secured through ness in my back and shoulders dis- roused at 4 o'clock Sunday morning
appeared and my kidneys began to on the Georgia
error. Good playing was seen on
Lee, which arrived
all
sides, some Paducah players show- perform their work in the natural at that hour. They were unloaded
wa/. I-found that it was kidney and the boat left for Memphis. The
ing up brilliantly.
Rain at 2 o'clock kept many fans trouble that caused me to ache so Georgia Lee will leave Memphis on
away, but at 3 o'clock the clouds much, but Doan's Kidney Pills re- 'Tuesday for Cincinnati.
had cleared away and the weather tiered me of all the trouble and I
Ed Peak, of the dry docks, will rewas ideal for a game. Umpire Ed can cheerfully endorse them." (From turn from Nashville tonight, where
Smith called the game at 3 o'clock a statement given in 1900.)
he has been looking after some boats
Cured to Stay Cured..
and there were about 300 in the
to come to the (looks for repairs.
On February 18, 1907, Mr. Smith
grand stand to witness it. Arnold
The Dunbar was late arriving toand Block, Neal aad White were the said: "seven years ago Doan's Kid- day from Nashville and left
this
ney Pills cured me of a severe attack afternoon for that
batteries. Arnold showed up
well
city with a good
lame
of
back
and
kidney
trouble. I trip. The water is getting low in
from the start and Block with hie
gave a statement at that time telling the Cumberla
stick was a feature. Dick Brahic
nd river.
at
second base had 12 chances, accept- of the cure they had effected, and
The City of Saltillo will arrive to,
ing them all without a bobble, get- after this long testI take pleasure in night
or tomorrow from the Tennesting in addition two put outs ana a again endorsing this remedy to the see
im uirsi.ver on the return trip to St.
public fo- I do not believe they have
bingle or two at the bat.
an equal. Doan's Kidney Pills made
The score:
The Harth has gone to the Caseya complete cure in my case as I have ville mines
of the West Kentucky
1
R H E
not
had
attack
an
since."
Paducah
Goal company to get a tow of coal.
7 8 1
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Fulton
The Bernice left Sunday for Gol1 3 2
Batteries-Arnold and Block; NaI cents. Posten,Milburn Co., Buffalo, conda after getting repairs at le
New
York,
sole
agents
for
United
the
and White.
ways. The St. Joseph will be
States.
ished the latter part of the week.
Remember the ntime-Doan'tsPearls Defent Sptscials.
The Lyda of the Holcomb-Hayes
The Pearls defeated the Specials and take no other.
company will leave for the CumberSunday by a score of 4 to 3.
land river after ties Wednesday.
The
game was one of the
closest ever the Chicago Yacht club.
The Jim Duffy is still at the wharf
played on the Eighth and Burnett
Annual meet of the Western divis- getting repairs to the engine and
streets' diamond. Good pitching and ion of the American Canoe assicia- flanges.
T
fast fielding kept the scores low. The tion that opens at Rockford, 111.
* Dick Fowler left for Cairo
feature of the game was Harbour,
this morning after cleaning up the
catcher for the Pearls, stealing home
freight accumulated over Sunday.
on Johnson, pitche,: for the Specials.
Manager Smith
has signed several
new payers in the last few days and
expects to have one of the strongest
teams in the city. The Pearls will
meet the Cairo Runes Sunday, July
28.
River Stages.
CHARLIE PHILLIPS WENT THIS
The lineup of Pearls follows: Har- Cairo
23.3 0.2 rise
MORNING WITH OFFICIOR.
bour, c; Dunbar, p; Lee Hart, lb;
Chattanooga
7.5 3.3. rise
Kelly, 2b; Smith, 3b; Carroll, as;
Cincinnati
2)0.3 5.1 rise
Burton, If; Turkey, cf; Clinton, rf.
Evansville
12.7 1.6 rise
Florence
2.9 1.2 rise And Patrolmen Cross and Johnson
American League,
Johnsonville
4.4 0.5 rise
Receive Reward of $100 for
Chicago
7,2 0.4 rise
3 5 1 Louisville
Capturing Him.
Washington
7.3 2.5 rise
1 3 2 Mt C,armel
Batteries-Smith and McFarland Nashville
8.3 1J.6 rise
;
Falkenberg and Warner.
Pittsburg
5.8 1.2 fall
St. Louis
241.8 1.2 rise
This morning at 3:30 o'clock
Second game;
Mt. Vernon
11.6 1.4 rise Charlie Phillips, alias Grady, arrestR H E Paducah
10.8 4.4 rise ed here on the charge of being a
Chicago
fugitive from justice from Mississippi,
3 5 0
Washington
A rise of .4 was registered on the was returned to that state, and Pa5 10 4
Batteries-Smith, Owen and Mc- guage here this morning for the last trolmen Cross and Johnson, of
the
Farland; Patten and Warner.
48 hours. The stage Is 10.4 as corn- Broadway beat, are ;POO
richer.
They received $100 reward for arSATURDAY'S RESULTS.
resting the boy. Phillips is accused
of manslaughter at Batesville, Miss
American League.
He jumped his bond and police had
Chicago, 6; Washington, 4.
been searching for him several
Detroit, 7; New York, 3,
months. He was arrested in Tyler,
Cleveland. 8; Boston, 1.
where he had been living. An officer
Philadelphia, 2; St. Louis, 1
from Mississippi arrived at 1:20
innings.)
o clock and left at 3:45 o'clock, requirIng less than three hours to setNational League.
tle in full and return with his charge
Philadelphia, It; Chicago, 2 (10
He brought with him requisition leainnings.)
pers. Phillips having refused to reNew York, 4, Cincinnati, 2.
Opens
turn without them.
Brooklyn, 5; Pittsburg, 0 (first
game.)
Two New Citizens,
Brooklyn. 9; Pittsburg, 1 (second
Jake Plez, Russian, made applicagame.)
In
tion Saturday for naturalization paSt. Loi4s, 6; Boston, 0 (first
pers.
game.)
Thorns Boyles. a native of Ireland
Boston, 2; St. Louis, 0 (second
was granted first naturalisation pagame.)
pers in county court.

No woman's happiness can be complete
without children ; it
s her nature to love
and want them
as much so as it is
to love the beautiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which
Independents Defeat the
the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain,
suffering-and danger, that the
Crack Fulton Team
very thought of it fills her with
apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to
be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares
the system for the coming e vent
that it is safely passed without any
danger. This great and wonderful About Three Hundred Fans Witness
remedy is always apFine Exhibition At Witilitcy
plied externally, and
Park Grounds.
has carried thousands
of women through the
trying crisis without suffering.
SCORES IN THE RIG LEAGUES
Send

for free book containing Information or
priceless vane to all expecuult mothers.

The Bradfield Reeslater Ca., AtIaata, Ga.

Cloc". A. Clamlinear
Residence Phone 1347-r-4.

PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTR.ACTORS
ranitoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
Steps and Buttresses.

Anything in cement construction we do it Estimates furnished.

Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113.a.
•
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.

THE 'TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
limy aid kartlisg Bari.

INCORPORATED

I

North Street and Kentucky Avenue.

"YOU ARE LUCKY"
If you don't have a rainy day. sickness, troubleyon can't tell just what will happen.
If you haven't any money what are you 'going to
dot
You won't miss a little out of each week's earnings. Figure out just bow much you can spare.
Opera an nipumnt with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent. on deposits.

BACK TO MISS.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway

- EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Wallace Park

CASINO

Moncrief Stock

Real Estate,Agency.
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

nig Money for Ball Players.
Peoria, Ill., July 15.-Third .Baseman Doyle, of the Springfield club, of
the These-I league, has been sold to
the New York National team for $4,The deal was consummated at
Decatur today.

rer...--.1.-•cpms6azEmma

N

Lom '

You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal attention at all times.'

And

Mother's
Friend,

1 Cleo. W. Katterjohn
Residence Ph ore 1221.

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

.-‘

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

Motor Boat Garage Company
General Supplies and Repairs
General agents gasoline launches.
hunting trips, etc.

Boats for excursion parties,

Licensed operator.

Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's Mill.
Old Phone 1113

GUUnder
Y taker
NAsNC
E
SO
&
N
and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Hy.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

•

Render Coal'
Reduced
-Lump
Nut -

-

=

=

.

MONDAY, JULY 8th

Repertoire of Popular Dramas.

Dealers in New Aetna Blacksmith Coal, $5 a ton,
and Anthracite Coal, $9.50 a ton.

Prices 15c and 25c
FREE PICTURE SHOW
Changed Every Night.

The most valuable experience in
the world is the kind that can survive even a bad memory.

•

13c
- 12c

There is none better. All
orders appreciated.

EVERY NIGHT

1

CENTRAL COAL AND IRON CO.
Incorporated.

-Unless it has no intri..sic value,
a want ad. will sell it.

Both Phones 370.

The Evening Sun-10c. a week.

SPORTS OF THE WEEK.

Monday.

Easy• to choosei
which en&ine you need, if you compare the I. II. C. with
others. file merits of L H. C. engines are so apparent that
engine.
an examination will convince you that you need this
A teat will remove any doubt in your mind as to which
engine is the best. It is the I. II. C. Safe, simple, reliable,
economical. Ws. handle this engine and will be glad to
demonstate it to y.
-

POWELL-ROGERS CO.

Southern Atlantic States tennis
champlonehip at Augusta, Ga.
Connecticut State tennis championship at hitchbeld, Conn.
Preliminary Blue Ribbon race meet
log opens at Windsor, Ont.
Tuesday.
Great 'Western Circuit race meeting opens at Libertyville, Ill.
Opening of annual exhibition of Atlantic City Horse Show association.
Annual tournament of American
Golf Association of Advertising interests opens at the Midlothian club,
Chicago.
Wednesday.
Six round bout between Jack Johnson and Bob Fitzsinimons at Philadel
phis.
Thursday.
Annual tournament of Winona.
Minn., Sportsmene' association.
Trial races for Canada's cup challengers begins at Toronto,
Friday.
National Polo championship opens
at the Onwentsla club, Chicago.
Two days' meet of the United
,States Motor Racing association at

Wade Brown

1

BROWN & JOYNES COAL CO.
NORIONVILLE AND PITTSBURO COAL
Agents for

Nortonville Coal
Lump, per bushel • •
Nut, per bushel . . .

Play begin* at Wimbledon, Eng
for the Davis international trophy.
Annual reeette of Southwestern
Amateur ,Rowing association at Grove
Coetir wie

Pad aces;Ky
1

•

Pittsburg Coal
. 13c
.12c

Lump, per bushel . .

14c•

Cord Wood and Kindling-

tisicokYQB.AILIL

129 North 3rd. St.

Earle .loynes

Ninth and Harrison

Chicago-klackluac cruising race of ammillinh,

Old Phone 479

ism
•
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GREAT DICTATOR
IS E. II. HARRIMAN
Interstate Commerce Commission Report
Urges No Action, But Says He Con.
trolls All but One of Transcontinental Lines.

Proof
HARRLMAN SAYS IT IS POLITICS.

of good shoes is ii the
wearing. If your slices
are not giving satisfaction try ours. Let us
show you the strong
lines of shoes we have
been carrying for years
at

Runge's
Shoe Store
121 S. Third Street

COL. ALBERT SCOTT
LOUISVILLE
MAN REPUBLICAN
CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN.

Candidates Chose Workers For Oragnization of State Campaign
—Headquarters.

4

Louisville, July 15.— Colonel Al'
---- Vert seo-tr Wis selected. as chairman
of the Republican state campaign
committee, and A. S. Bennett, secretary of the Republican State central
committee, was chosen as secretary.
John Wood, of Mt. Sterling, was chosen chairman of the speakers' committee. The headquarters of the campaign committee will be in the headquarters of the state central committee at the Louisville hotel. Colonel Scott will begin active work at
once in the way of organizing for
the campaign. Chairman Wood, of
the speakers' committee, will likely
curse to Louisville In a few days to
confer with Augustus E. Willson,
nominee for governor, and Colonel
Scott in regard to the selection of
speakers for the campaign.
How to Care Chilblais
"To slut)} freedom from chilblains," writes John Kemp, East Otisfield, Me., "I apply Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. Have also used it for salt
rheum with excellent results." Guaranteed for fever sores, indolent ulcers, Wien, burns: wounds, frost bites
and skin diseases. 25c at all druggists.

WEEK'S EVENTS

CURES elFHLL AND FEVER
0. W. Wirt. Nacogdoches. Texas. says
daughter.had chills and fever for
three years; he could not and anything
that would help her OR he used Herblue. His wife will not keep house
without it. and cannot say too mucrt
for R." 50e. Sold by J. H. Oehlachlac
ger, Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
"Have you lived here all your life,
friend?" "Not yit. But ef I don't git
money enough to move, I reckon
I'll have to!"— Atlanta Constitution.

Gee Whiz!
Sanderson furnishes
25c paper and does
the work all complete for only one
dollar per room
down, balance
weskJy. Closing out
this season's odd
patterns and right
now is your chance
to get a bargain.
Ring 1513 or call at
428 Broadway.

amp

VOLE LIVER
Is out of order. You go to bed in a
bad humor and get up with a bad
taste in your mouth. You want something to stimulate your liver. Just try
Hort:dile. the liver regulator. A positive cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia
and all liver complaintit. Mrs. F—.. Ft.
Worth. Texas, writes: "Hat* used
Herbine In my family for years.. Words
can't express what I think about it.
Everybody in my household are happy
and well, and we owe It o Herbine.
Sold by J. H. Ochischlaeger, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.

A Mock Trial.
any deviled crabs.
sir,", said the waiter. "I can offer
you some very nice deviled eggs."
"Umph! I presume if you were out
of mock-turtle soup you'd suggest
some very nice mock oranges?" retorted the diner.
HAGUE, JAP ADMIRAL AND
"Yes, sir," answered the waiter, THE
HOLD ATTENTION.
ELKS
calmly. ."At least I would suggest
that you give them a mock trial."---Harper's Weekly.

"We. haven't

i
f
4

•
Washington, D. C., July I5.—That
E. 11, Harriman is itactically the absolute dictator of the railroad situation in the western half of the United
States is shown
the long expected
report of the interstate commerce
commission, made public today.
The report shows how Harriman
has grasped the control of all but one
of the great transcontinental railroads and how he is reaching out to
secure a hold in lines reaching to the
Atlantis seaboard and to the gulf.
It shows how his mastery extends to
every Pacific ocean steamship line
and to the coastwise traffic on the Atlantic and Pacific from Panama north,
It criticises his methods and
denounces his policy.
Report Urges No Action.
But after showing these things the
report stops short of nadical recommendations. It does not, as was expected it would, urge an attack in
the courts against the merger of the
Union and Southern
Pacifies. It
does not recommend legal or criminal
proceedings of any kind.
The report recommends that railroads should not be permitted to invest in the securities of other railroad
and steamship lines and that some restriction be placed on the issuance
of securieies by railroads.
All Politics, Cries Harriman.
Mr. Harriman ha." been spurred
into a quick and heated reply. , In
an interview telegraphed here from
New York he declares the report is a
piece of politics and full of glaring
thaceuraciets. .He
"From what I am told the report
is a political document and part of a
persona/ pursuit of me. The tone of
the report and the method of its
promulgation ,show that . Imagine a
eourt or any judicial body sending
copies of its decisionasaround secretly to newspaper publishers days in
advance under pledge to publish ft
simultaneously Sunday morning, That
Is what the commission did.
"It is deemed good politics to attack me. But I can stand It much
better than the people of this country can stand that sort of procedure
on the part of government tribunals
charged with the duty of impartially
administering the laws.
-From what I am told the report
is full of strange mistatements of
fact."

Sanderson,
Perkins Co.

Russia, Italy and Austria-Hungar)
May Agree On Joint Action
In Balkans.

This Sale to Last Only
Two Days Longer
Tuesday

and Wednesday

THE HEAT RED TAfi SALE
AVE you attended this great Clearance Sale? If you have not, don't miss it. The reduction on everything is one-fourth and more from the cash prices. Remember that Wednesday, July 17,, is positively the last day of this remarkable record-breaking Clearance Sale. Those
who have already -attended this RED TAG SALE will do *ell to come again and look around,
for there may be something you need that you overlooked before, and such an opportunity of
buying fresh, new, stylish and reliable furniture at three-fourths and less of their real CASH
VALUE will not be offered in Paducah again in a long time, if ever.

Some

tk.n.
'
r.-7•

Extra

A genuine leather Turkish Rocker, large and roomy, tilted with best
springs we know of.
Red tag sale price

Regular price $23.45.

An imitation leather Turkish Rocker, a strong, sl..
constructed piece of furniture; splendid value at
former price, $17. Red Tag Sale Price
_14.50
A three-piece mahogany finish Parlor Set, with'loose silk cushions.
The regular price is $19, but during our Red Tag
Sale we only ask. ___

14.35

I
$28 Buffet Now $21 1
Specials

A Standard Rotary Shuttle Sewing Machine, solid oak or syeatuors
case, drop head, automatic lift. Regular price was 145, but as we
will discontinue handling them, Red Tag Sale

27.50

price will be

1111M11111111.111111111.0

1

Von can get a splendid 112S solid oak Buffet like this
cut, quartered and polished and substantially constructed throughout, for ,only

$21.00
a great variety oOother styles and finishes for your selection—all at otae-fourth off.
We also have

The foreoast of important events
of the week follows: tMany events ot
interest are on the cards for the coming week. Admiral Yamamoto wil.
continue his sight seeing tour. The
peace conference at The Hague if
expected to pass on several questiont
which, the friends of the peace mcive
meat believe, will result eventual:2
In making girt navies unnecessary.
It is likely that negotiations will be
commenced between Italy, AustriaHungary and
Russia during the
week looking to a line of joint ac'
lion in the Balkans.
Karl Hatt, once professor of Rowan law at an American university
will be placed on trial at Karlsruhc
next Wednesday charged with the
murder of his mother-in-law.
The annual Elks convention la U.
be held at Philadelphia this week.
THZ SMILE
That won't come off appears on baby's
face after one bottle of White's Cream
Vermlfuge, the great worm medicine.
Why not keep that smile on baby's
face? If you keep this medicine on
hand, you will never see anything else
Ma smiles on his face. Mrs.
Woos writes; "My baby was
peevish and fretful. Would not eat and
I feared he would die. I used a bottle
of White's Cream V'ervnifuge and he
has not had a sick day since." Sold by
.1. IL Oehlischlaeger, Lang Bros. and C.
O. Ripley.
Humane Officer Busy.
Last week Jap Toner, humane officer, put in # "full week." Me routed several perehns guilty of rough
trtiatment. to horses, and wound up
tbe Week by ttrthing a farmer rortfrettf
Neil hack to his home on the Cairo
load with a sick horse. lie also gave
a horse trader orders to leave the
city. He had half starved horses In
stock.

18.75

SPECIAL

This cut shows exactly how the
air circulates and is chilled in
the Herrick Refrigerator—shows
how it keeps moving constantly,
thus preventing any possibility

tainted food. It's bone dry
all the time, and as an ice saver
it's a wonder. On account of
the large stock we have on hand
prices have been especially reduced during our Red Tag sale,
For instance, the one whieh sol
for $22.50 is now
,
only......

of

$17.2

RED TAG SALE PRICES ARE

This handsome Steel Range, full nickel trimmed, asbestos lined, polished blue steel body, hie, warming
closet and having six caps, during Red Tag Sale

$17.50
This is one of the bargains yon should not overlook.
It will prove a good investment.

THE HERRICK'S
Perfect
Circulation.

This Steel Range $17.50

4.
For this week we are offering a remarkable special in
the way of a high grade twogallon stone Water Filter
and Cooler for only

1.00

CHINA CABINETS
$19.00 to $60.00
In China Cabinets we have 37 rich
and tasteful designs for you to se
lect from—most any style or finish
or price you may wish to pay.
There are POMO beautiful solid mahogany cabinets with mirror backs
and plate glass shelves; some graceful mission styles in weathered oak
and mahogany finish pieces. This
cut shows a 120 solid oak etthinet,
with bent ght"
fro"t'
for

si5,00

FOR CASH ONLY. ALL GOODS

RERILTAG SALE PRICES A RE
—FOR CASH ONLY. ALL GOODS

MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

jny
iGE 1017X •

Railroad comp ny now demands college trainsd iii'
of honesty are
Our ataudai,
APTIERNOON AND WIELKLY
such as eondut
most to the rapid
transacCon of .bu uses, and are sufTHE SUNPUBLISHINOCO. ficiently
elastic to permit of sharp
'INCORPORATED
man
practises in dealings between
. M. FISHER, President..
ii:. S. PAXTON, (1,..tiel .11 Manager.
and man. Men are justified in "lookinterests" in
Mintered at the postottice at Paducah, ing after their own
Ky.. us second class matter.
matters political, affect:ng the whole
community. Business comes before
aUltat HIPTION ILATESs
patriotisru, and the most potent facTHE DAILY SUN
.10 tor In conserving peace is the danger
Ply carrier. per week
By mall. per month In advance... .25 of "unsettling commercial condi-By mall, per year. In advance-02.40 Uinta."
THE MEEKLY SUN
This is an age of materialism, and
Per year. by mail. protrae•• paid-..81.00
Address THE SUN. Patine/lit. KY.
while it ia far advanced in those
Phone 358 qualities that appeal exclusively to
°Mee. 115 South Third.
and New the intellect, educators titre wise in
Chicago
Young,
Payue &
York. representatives.
taking the precautloh to artificially
faculTHE SVN can be found at the follow- develop otter functions and
ties, lest the race become mentally
ing places:
11. D. Clements & CO.
warped and degenerate.
Van Culln Bros.
Palmer,..11ouse.
John Wilhelm.
In Indianian became insane trying
to learn Bryan's speeches by heart.
Thousands went crazy just listening
to them.

Ei3z Vabucab Zun.

THIRD ATTEMPT
IS SUCCESSFUL

Our Dollar
Shirts

Fish Active in I. C.
The immediate purpose which
Stuyvesant Fish has in reopening his
eouteit with E. H. Harriman fen
Store and Stock or Joe Ford ou control of the Illinois Central railroad is to secure the election of a
Mill Street Destroyed
friendly director for the vacancy on
the board caused by the death of
John C. Welling, says Chicago papers
It Is for this purpose that the meetTwo O'Cloek Blaze Calls Fire Departon
ing of directors in New York
ment Beyond Mechanicsburg
Wednesday has been called. It was
•In Vain.
to have been held last Wednesday,
but was postponed a week, and mas
be postponed again.
POLLOCK'S AWNING IS BURNED
It is not known who Mr. Fishe
candidate is, but seemingly he beThe man who likes a really
lieves he has a chance to place him,
memparticularly if the Harriman
After three attempts, It is believed bers of the board are not all In aigood shirt, one that is well
Incendiaries destroyed the grocery tendance. Mr. \Veiling was counted
made, well cut, of good material
and stock of Joe Ford on Mill street on to stand with Mr. Fein, and wnen
In Mechanicsburg, just outside the he was unable on account of the Illand in good taste, and who yet
city limits, and part of his residence ness preceding his death to be presto
extent
the
morndeplores
this
one
No
between 2 and 3 o'clock
ent at the meeting which elected J.
does not care to pay over $1.00 for a shirt, is the man who should
MONDAY, JULY 15.
which the federal government is In- ing. It was necessary to put out one T. Harahan
president, and when
terfering in the private business af- of the longest line of hose to reach John Jacob
Astor joined Mr. HarriCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
COME HERE FOR HIS SHIRTS
fairs of individuals, more than doe* the fire, ,and coming after the flames man, Mr, Fish had only
four votes
the
headway,
Mr. Harriman.
great
a
gained
had
against eight.
June, 1907.
firemen could do nothing but fight
No scrimping of materials—full length and perfect fitting. These shirts
Seemingly Mr. Fish feels that he
is
With the greatest horse show yet, for the residence. The property
still has reason to count on the
are union made and have the union label. We don't know of any other
..7938 and four days of racing at the same owned by Alex Bloodworth and is in15
3949
1
friendship of Mr. Astot, and, furtherofwill
Paducah
September,
small
insurance
in
rime
sured.
carried
Ford
3955
17
3953
3
more, has the right to have the direcplace where such good shirts for one dollar can be obtained.
3937 fer to western Kentucky a combined on his stock of groceries and houseIS
3950
4
the
tor
as
fill
to
vacancy
elected
be irresistible. hold effects. It was formerly a soft
3932 attraction that will
19
3916
5
friendly towards his as was Mr. Wellwill bring drink emporium.
3935 The size of the purses
20
3919
6
ing.
grounds,
to
animals
fair
the
fire
the
fat
reached
alarm
telephone
some
A
3957
21
.. 3981
With this director secured, Mr.
It
stock.
this
blooded
local
the
o'clock
besides
2
after
shortly
station
3956
22
3981.
is deplorable that a certain amount morning. Companies Nos. 2 and 4 Fish would have a healthy minority
3955
24,
3945
:co
on the board, and with Mr. Astor, a
.3945 of jealousy and suspicion- have at- answered and found the grocer)
2
4049
11
dangerous one, lacking only one vote
of
cities
between
contests
was
roof
tended
a
The
store
flames.
of
mass
3940
26
4038
12
sufficient to control again and ready
3944 this section, a condition, that, while ready to fall in. Directing attention
27
3894
13
to take advantage of any event that
3954 as yet it has produced no serious ef- towards the residence adjoining it,
28
3969
14
fect, must eventually do so, if per- the firemen made a good fight, sav- weakened Mr. Harriman's supremacy
3942
29
believes that at ing it from burning down. A line of in the Illinois Central.
98,8,34 sisted in. The Sun
Total
but the most hose 800 feet in length was stretched
nothing
is
there
heart
He has taken sufficient interest in
4072
Average for June, 1906.
c
friendly spirit of rivalry among the from the nearest fire hydrant.
the affair to supplement the formal
3e53
1907
Average for June,
majority of the sportsmen of the citThe loss on the buildings is esti- notices of the meeting with a perPersonally appeared before me, ies,
Sun is authorized to ex- mated at about $2,500 and on the sonal request to the directors friendThe
and
this '„July 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- tend to all other cities a welcome grocery stock and household effects ly to him to be present at the
meetWritfe
eral manager of The Sun, who af- and an invitation to participate in $700. The loss will nearly be covered. ing. ,
d
the
of
statement
firms that the above
the racing and show events, assuring
origappearances,
The fire, from
This activity is taken to indicate
criculatlon of The Sun for the month them of the most hospitable consider- inated in the rear of the grocery
•
that Mr. Fish proposes to carry the
of June, 1907, is true to the best of ation and the fairest sort of a break store and was not discovered until it
with
Issue
Mr. Harriman into the anhis kuowleage and belief.
in the distribution of honors. The ead gutted the
bending. Several nual meeting of the stockholders in
PETER PURYEAR,
conduct of the local committees is months ago two successive attempts Chicago
to
and
make -a test
Notary Public.
going to be such as to disarm suspi- were made to fire the place, cans oi of strength with him again.
My commission expires January (iOn in the start.
gasoline being set afire, but fortu1908.
nately discovered before the flames
A road engine preparing to go 0111
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
KNOWS BRYAN'S SPEECHES:
GEARED IKON IS IN RUSSIA.
Wonder if there are any "Little had spread.
Saturday night struck a flat car not
SPEAKS THEM IN ASYLUM.
Palmer—J. Le Malin, Chicago; T.
that
demanding
are
who
Japanese",
Dully Thought.
entirely clear in the Illinois Central Followed By Devotees Who Fought
E. Tobin, St. Louis; Milton Brant,
the government sell Korea or give
Another Blaze.
lain brick wall may • be as
shop yards and wrecked it. The track
Ind., July 15,— Hopkinsville; H. W. Rau, Cincinnati;
To Kiss Sacred Emblem.
Lawrenceburg,
liberty.
their
Koreans
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o'clock
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at
Sundity
the same wall adorned and
stre
was blocked for some time, and the
St. Petersburg, July 15.— The ar- Harry G. Laws, aged 37 years, for C. B. Crabell, South Bend, Ind.: A.
Fire company, No. 1, was called to
but in a large sense it is
beau "
home to tell the Pollock jewelry store, 333 Broad- car was shaved off the right of way rival of the famous Ikon of the resur- many years a teacher in southern In- Becker, Minneapolis; R. le Vaughan,
coming.
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Mark
should
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So
ul.
Dot a
rection, brought from Palestine b) diana, has been declared insane as a souisville; Cicero Nichols, New York;
Englishmen can see the point way. Some one from above threw a and broken up for the iron.
righteous. but beautiful." us that
, be no
Mr. Joseph Buker, assistant super- the Patriarch of Jerusalem foe pre- result of memorizing W. J. Bryan's T. B. Williams, St. Louis; C. C. Lord,
to a joke if accompanied with a dex- cigar stump on the awning and
Memphis; Fred C. Lang, Ft. Wayne,
terous poke in the ribs. Geographers caught it afire. Only a smail portion intendent of machinery of the Illi- sentation to the emperor, was made speeches.
nois Central, was in Paducah Sunday. The occasion today of a remarkable
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Ind.; T. S. O'Neil, Prophetstown, Ill.;
and anthropologists are indebted to was damaged.
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He came from the south in private anti-revolutionary
For Governor—Augustus E. Will- Mark Twain for his discovery ana
demonstration.
as a presidential candidate in 1896 A. J. Elder, Louisvil:e.
6. Mr. Buker is on a regu- The Ikon was borne along the Nevasou, of Lorisville.
demonstration.
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ky prospect in procession by a dozen
ers and at once became a student on Sidney Altman, St. Louis; George
One hundred anal ninety-four tick- bishops. A long train of eccleslastica
Cox, of Mason county,
Will poor, Prof. Oldreive spurn the Awarded Grand Prize for Cornet Play
economic questions. After the cam- Caok, Pittsburg; Robert Brooke
General—James Stygian ferry and don his cork boots
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orizing
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It was a hard blow Judge Parker papers on the streets or Milwaukee day. The train was made up of ten of Cossacks and was deposited in Ka- so well that he coutd repeat them
New Richmond—U. P. CleeteKelleFor Treasurer—Capt. Edwih Far- delivered to Fayette county when he and played a cornet in a newsboys' coaches and started at Fulton arriv- sen Cathedral, the metropolitan of
without leaving out a word. Then he sey; G. R. Haley, Kevil; W. R. Stewley. of Mecracken eounty,
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For Secretary of State—sr.
less; and yet the condition at Lex- prize for cornet playing by the Na- best of order was being
ter, Denver, Tenn.; .B. James, Main its passage by er's speeches and addresses as they
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
ington is not hopeless. A juege would tional Conservatory of Music at Par- special agents going along to watch was besieged
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were made from time to time. He iden, ell.; A. Downs, Murray;
For Superintendent of Public In- have been assassinated for making is, France, an institution supported after the crowd. Patrolman Jack I rowds of devotees who fought for a
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C. Rankin, of Henry county.
!nate
ed a grand prize at the French
quotes:
Elkhart, Intl., July 15.— Thirteen which he does not now know from
Signaling to the engineer to back
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
"For in cix days the Lord made tuticn. The young man was sent
—A good mani recent want adverbeginning to end.
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
heaven and earth, the sea, and all abroad by Milwaukee friends four up, A. Stobaugh, an Illinois Central year o:d Wanda Zipser today ran
tisers are learning the routine of
For Legislature—George 0. Mc- that in them is, and rested the' sev- years ago. After studying two years flagman of Jackson, Tenn., did not through the flames that were filling
Doctors in Sweden never send bills new Jobs today.
Broom.
enth day: wherefore the Isord bless- In Leipsic he was admitted to the observe a large torpedo on the track, a barn loft and carried her brother
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their patients, the amount of their
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Smith
years, to
James le
ed the Sabbath day and hallowed it.'' French conservatory, where he re- and when the wheels
No man possesses more religion
Y. Martin
y-orAttorney.
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Know just how you feel. They eerie,- completed his course with the was a sudden tittle:aeon and Stobaugh safety. The children had played with remuneration being left entirely to
matches.
the generosity of the latter.
than he practices,
John J. Dorian didn't have to get out a Monday highest honors.
City Treasurer
was wounded in the left forearm.
George Lehnhard morning paper in the Garden
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of
George Andrecht Eden, did they?
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YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Every dose makes you leelbetter. Lex-Pos
R.
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry
It will cost Louisville $1,500 a keeps your whole insides right Sold on the
Hank, G. M. Oelesehlaeger, Jr., C. year during his life to get rid of money-back plan everywnere. Prtoe SO cents.
H. Chamber'. W. T. Miller.
Chief of Police "Bas" Gunther. But
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E. It is worth it.
No woman was ever wholly hatele
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van MeIf she had nothing in the world to
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
pretend to worry over.
S111)ItNI KILLS ONE,
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank Mayer; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
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South Dakota Man Carried 30 Feet
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In Air By Wind.
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nado Saturday evening John M.
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Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed rom an approaching storm in a
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Morris.
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50 feet in the air and dropped hint
to the ground, he being terribly
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crushed. He lived a few minutes afResolved, that it is the sense
ter his children reached his side. The
of this association that It is the
men are reported killed near Mount
duty of teachers of this repubVernon, but the report Is not verifted.
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Men,
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We've the Biggest Dollar's

Worth of Shirt We know Of

ii441110•1

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

Broadway

S

LEADER
GOAND
,wRiVinafikrin
DESBERGER'S

323

Broadway

CLOSING OUT SUITS
AT LEVY'S TUESDAY

r

Choice of Any Suit in the Store Tuesday Only

Every 1-Piece
Suit, Including I
Blacks and Blues L
As Well as ChiI. i
3
drens Suits go at '
One -Fifth' off

/

$19.75

The Reason We Do This is Plain

HE season is advancing rapidly; fall goods will begin to come; people will be clamoring
for new clothes, and nothing but the immediate season's purchase do we ever show.
Never anything carried over in our store; we won't have it that way---we sell everything, no
matter how great the loss. This sale more than cuts the prices in two, and on many suits it's
not more than one-third or one-fourth of their original prices.

T

These Are the Kind of Suits This Sale Includes:

$19.75
S7.50 to $15

Tomorrow Morning is When This Wonderfully Low Price Suit Sale Starts
317 Broadway
Paducah, y.

•

MIADAT, JrLY

is. -11
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rezAile three miles front the city oi.
the Mayfield toad, left this morning
for Denver for Mr. Ray Etell's health.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Shelton -and
children, 905 South Fourth street,
leftt yesterday for Russellville, to
dr
4r
v
friends and r. lathes.
Mrs. Willanl'Aday aiti latatniet,
Married Yesterday.
In Police Court.
Miss Pear] Kelly and Mr. William Mm a. Albert Mayer, 10,s „knee
Gertrude English, Bertie Gaither
Smith were married yesterday morn- street, have returned Irsat Danville and Henry Skelton, colored, were
Ing at to o'clock at the residence ol end visiting other cities in Contra, given Lours to leave the sity this'
the Rev. J. R Perryman, 904 Brun Kentucky.
meaning by Police Judie D. a. Cross
Mr. ana 'Mrs. Charles Smith Pied The women were sentenced to LJ
::-on avenue, The bride an groom are
from Eddyvilie, where they are wet, ch:Idren, of Decaturoille. Tenn., arc days each in the county jail and Skelknown. Mr. Smith has been in the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Noble Park- ton fined $20 and costa for disorder-I
ity several days and the bride Ca111€ er, on South Sixth street.
iy conduct. The.fines were suspendWill Bell and Frank Davis left ed if they will leave the city, which'
to the city yesterday and they were
married by the Rev J R. Perryman. this afternoon for Cerulean Springs. they prosnined to do.
County Judge Lightfoot and Will
Miss Goldie Perryman and Mr. 0. M.
The case against Walter Holand:
Patterson, of Eddyville, stood with Farley were the only Elks to leave and George Lynn, charged with petit
the couple during the ceremony. The yesterday morning for Philadelnhia larceny, was continued. They are
bride is a pretty blonde and has to attend the Grand lodge meeting. charged with giving short orders in
many friends in this city as well as Mr. A. C. Wolfe left several days ago, Ice,
Just Arrived-Another lot of those White Linen Skirts,
in her home town. Mr. Smith is an but will join the party in PhiladelOther cases: G. W. Stevenson,
officer at the penitentiary and a phia. Before returning the party drunk and disorderly conduct, $20
all sizes-the kind we sold five dozen of in one day. So
trustworthy young man. The bride will visit New York, the Jamestown and costs; 13, Robertson, colored,
and groom have returned to Eddy- exposition and other cities in
if you want one of these come down at once.
the drunk, $1 and costs; Jack Haskand,
will
make their east,
trine where they
drunk, $1 and costs; Frank Reynolds
home.
Miss Hattie Nance is up after a colored, breach of peace, $20 and
Illness.
week's
costs; L. J. Green, jumping on and off
Mrs. Clyde Allen is visiting her moving trains, dismissed; Foster
Party at Almo.
In honor of Miss Anna Rhae Con- parents at Lowes.
Greer, colored, breach of peace, $45
meet with Dr. Della Caldwell Tues- radde, of ,Williamstown, who is Miss
Mrs. Belle Joest, of Mt. Vernon, and costs; J. B. McGuire, breach of
day night. Dr. Caldwell will address Garnett Buckner's visitor, and Miss Ind., is visiting Mrs. Christopher Mcordinance, dismissed; Fannie Wilthose prosent ors "cholera infantum.'•
Mary Clark, of Hopkinsville, who is Mahon, 316 Adams street.
hams, colored, petit larceny, dis52 visiting Miss Henry Alicott, a party
-Marshall Perkins, colored,
Mrs. J. L. Burradell, of 525 South missed.
years old, died this morning of comwas given this morning by Miss Helen Third street, has gone to Cookville,
Frank Keys, colored, was presentEleventh
plications at 1028 North
Hills at Almo park about 16 miles Tenn., to visit.
ed in police court this morning charstreet. The funeral will be held toMr. J. F. Luft and family have ged' with -malicious shooting with infrom the city on the Nashville, Chatmorrow. Burial in Oak Grove.
-For Dr. Peadley ring 416.
gone to Cerulean S"Prings for a two tent tO kill. He was arrested and retanooga & St. Louis railroad. Abo
morning
-Mr. Ben Ogilvie this
-Dr, Hoyer residence phone 464;
ks stay.
2,0 of the younger society fteciple left
turned from Mayfield yesterday, and
killed a mad dog on Broadway near
office 175.
ssrs. W. R. Holland, C. S. Jen- discharged with
and an enjoyable day will be spent.
shooting into a
bit•
The
dog
had.
Eleventh
street.
-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner.
Tbe party will return thiii evening. nings and W. T. Harrison went to house near the Illinois Central "Y"
Grove
several
dogs
ten
near
Oak
Polite service.
St. Charles this morning on business. several months ago and nearly strik-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% cemetery.
Captain John Webb went to Mur- ing Arthur Bogard and Barbara DawYopp-Riley Nuptials.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock ray this morning.
son.
OLD HOTEL MAN
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozManager A, L. Joynes, of the Cumthe marriage of Miss Nellie Yopp and
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Mr. Marion Riley will be quietly sol- berland Telephone company, went to
County Court.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, Returns to Find Town Grown Into emnized by the Rev, H. W. Jansen at Kuttawa this morning on business.
0. Bidwell was appointed guardian
Bustling City.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
the parsonage on South Sixth street.
The little son of Dr. Jesse Gilbert, for Alice and Robert Bidwell.
phone 351.
4r. and Mrs. Hugh Long will be the of Mechanicsburg, who has been pre- W. N. Kinsey was appointed guardIn
is
Louisville,
John Burns, of
-This morning
painters began
only attendants. Immediately after cariously ill for several days, is re- ian for Vera Bowers,
painting the fire escape at the High the city visiting old friends. He the ceremony -the couple will leave ported better today.
school building. Mr. French Shoe- numbers these by the score as he for the Jamestown exposition, WashMr. Harold Fish'er returned to
Marriage Licenses.
maker is superintending the painting. with Colonel Charles Reed, ran the ington and other cities in the east Nortonville this morning.
here
in
1883New
Richmond
House
Noah Adams to Lora Gibbs.
Incorporated.
-We give you better carriage and
for a two months' bridal trip.
900
Hite,
of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Rufus L. Morrison to Nellie T.
better service for the money than 84. Paducah then was a big country
yesterhome
returned
street,
Jones
Frey.
is given by any transfer company in town and the city he is seeing now,
Day in the Country.
day from a visit to Mrs. Ilite's parStephen 13, Lowndes to Margaret
An-erica. Fine carriages for special with its paved streets, traction'llues,
Grahamville.
Mr.
Henry
Rottgering
was
host
at
ents,
Allie Seigfried.
WANTED-Position as
stenogoccasions on short notice; also ele- fine buildings, and generally prosper- to a party that spent the day In the
Aubrey
Meacham
and
D.
A.
Mrs.
J. J. Bostic to Vera Bowers.
rapher by young lady. Address "M.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co ous appearance, suprprises him great- country yesterday. Early
CunMargarette
in
the
Mrs.
Meacham
and
Wiliam I. Smith. to Pearl Kelley.
A.," care Sun.
--Kodaks from $1 to $25, Some- ly. He remembers during the flood ot morning the party left the city in ningham left Sunday to visit relaRobert Rafe& Curry to _Alum L
thing new in the line and all neces- '84 of having to carry the stores from wagons and went to the lakes on the tives in Cadiz and
- FOR BALE---lasice quartered- oak
'
--colored.
sary supplies that make kodaking the store room to the kitchen at the Ohio river opposite BrooRport. Dinbedroom suit, couch, ice box, safe,
Mr. Patrick Hessian and daughter Shaw,
skiff.
House
in
a
New
Richmond
Fred A Rouse to Allis L. Rudolph,
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
sideboard, dining table, mattress,
ner was served and the party had an have returned to Memphis after at-City subscribers to the
Daily Third street was called Jersey- street enjoyable day.
matting and shades, 421 North SevHessian's
,of
Mr.
funeral
the
tending
but the
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
Sun who wish the delivery of their from the burg at its end,
Deeds Filed.
enth. Phone 1081,
mother, Mrs. Bridget Hessian.
had
present
other
streets
of
names
papers stopped must notify our colG. W. Ellenwood and others to
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicyMrs. El Guthrie will leave SaturFOR SALE One model C. Ford
Mrs. R. E. Ih'hitner, of 507 South
lectors or make the requests direct not been given. Mr. Burns for many
A. Williams, property in the cles, 326-328 South Third street.
auto, guaranteed to be in excellent
business with Third street, was called Sunday to day for Louisville to visit Mrs. Ben- John
hotel
years
was
in
the
to The Sun office. No attention will
considerations.
and other
SHORT orders a specialty. Page's condition. Reason for selling am goBelve- Giston, by the precarious illness of nett H. Young, and from there go to county, $5
be paid to such orders when given Mr. R. E. L. Moshell of the
E. D. Overstreet to J. A. Taylor, restawant.
visit relatives. Mrs.
Lebanon to
ing to leave toa-n. Can be seen at
her mother.
Alabama
and
Georg:a.
Latedere,
in
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
100 acres of land in the county, $3,Colonel John T. Donovan has re- Guthrie will be gone three weeks.
Foreman Novelty Co., $375.00.
in Louisville and is
ly
he
has
been
FOR
DRY
WOOD,
Old
Phone
-The Ladies Auxiliary of the 0.
Mr. Wallace Cash,' 1516 South 5,00.
down here looking over the field turned from Evansville.
2361.
WANTED ROOMS-Wanted
200
R. C. will give an ice cream supper
Owens,
W. C. O'Bryan to Will
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Hayes, or Fifth street, left today for Princeton
with the probable intention of joinFOR heating and stovewood ring rooms for conventioners.
Rooming
and social Thursday evening at the
addition,
Vaughan
in
the
property
parents
and
his
visit
to
week's
St.
Louis,
are
visiting
Mr.
Hayes'
for
a
ing with a hotel already establish437 F. Levin.
house owners write for full particuresidence of Mrs. I. D. Farrington,
$75.
parents, Mn, and Mrs. W. R. Hayes, friends at his old home.
ed, or operating independently.
BEST 25 cent meals in City at lars. Tourists Headquarters, room
Eleventh and Madison.
of Broadway.
Dr. George J. Wolf, 732 Jefferson
23, 1129 17th street, Denver, Col.
-For the best and cheapest -livery
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes, street, traveling representative for PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER. Whitehdad's.
BLACK HAND OUTRAGE.
rigs, ring 100, either phone. CopeFOR RENT-One four-room resiCLEANING and pressing
neatly
of the Tennessee division of the Illi- the E E. Sutherland 'Medicine comland's stable. 419 Jefferson street.
dence, 222 Tennessee. Sewer connois Central, is in Paducah on busi- pany, left today. for Pennsylvania for Charles L. Stone Gets Good Berth done. James Duffy'. Phone 462-a.
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MysteriousYoung
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-Have The Sun mailed to you or
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With Missouri Pacific,
good
a six months' business trip.
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ly Murdered in Sterling.
any of your friends going away for
Kentucky avenue. Apply FL A. PatMiss Anna Fthae Cenradde will reMarie Hite and son, Ira, left
Washington,
old
Mrs.
phone
2500.
St. Louis, Mo., July 15.-Charles
Sterling, Ill- July 15.- Mrs. Ci- turn to her home
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ter, phone 65.
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agent
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Stone,
line
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ita Genetti, a beautiful young
ged-as often a
es re., an
tomorrow after attending Miss Gar- after visiting Mrs. A. J. Knowles, of
GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won't
the Louisville & Nashville at Louis- at Page's restaurant.
Italian woman, was found dead it,
rate is only 25c a month,
nett Buckner's house party for sev- the Mayfield road.
be so easy to get next year. We can
about
St.
Louis
come
to
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will
this
it
bedroom
morning
with
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EARLY
breakfast
wood
old
-Open house will be kept Tueseral weeks,
use l;no machinists. Highest wages,
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Clark left today Aug. 1 and take charge of the pas- phone 2361.
day evening by the Woodmen of the bullet wound through her heart, The
Miss Alice Thompson, of this city, for Grayson Springs, where they will
steady ethployment guaranteed. Trans
Missouri
department
of
they
senger
working on the
World in their lodge rooms on North police have been
FURNISHED rooms for
light portation advanced
Is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. G. E remain for a week or ten days.
to
machinists
Pacific and iron Mountain system. housekeeping, 329 S. Third.
Fourth street near Broadway. A mystery all day with no success Davis, of Melber.
having first-class references.
We
mornleft
this
Lukens
14arry
Mr,
Mr. Stone will have the title of pasfamilies and friends and for the Cm- whatever, as there is not the slightFOR SALE-Iron fence. Apply Positively make no charge in any way,
Mrs. Will Kreutzer and (laughter ing for a business Crip through the
outand
will
manager,
est
clew,
motive
in
the
traffic
either
way
senger
social evening for-the members, their
1201 Jefferson. Old phone 2112.
Bernice, 324 South Fourth street, re- western part of the state.
,manner, shape or form for securrank even the veteran general pasdes, will be enjoeyd
without any of revenge or robbery to be had. The turned Saturday from a visit to CaryesSanders
left
Jack
Patrolman
WANTED--Boardei•s
-and roomers. ing Jobs for machinists. Address
whose
Townsend,
authorities have about concluded that
senger agent, H. C.
business features.
tersville, 11.
terday morning for Nashville for a health is deding. The office of pate Apply 1006 Jefferson. Old phone 1388 with references, The National Metal
-Place your orders nor weddl- g the murder is the work of the Black
Miss Lucile Biackard. 11414 Jeffer- brief vieit.
had
Hand
association
and
may
have
WANTED-At once, one-quarter Trades Association, Cincinnati, Ohio,
'senger traffic manager has been creaInvitations at home. The Sun
is
son street, returned today from a visTrimble
street,
Rose,
1203
Mrs.
Ha
its
Italy.
,
inception
in
Stcnt.
or
one-half horse power motor. Adted for Mr.
showing as great an assortment as
WIFEY RULES HOME.
So far as can be learned, the wom- it to Miss Allan, of Mayfield. Miss left today forearat Jamestown ex posidress X., care The Sun.
you will find anywhere, at prices
Allan will arrive the last of this tion. Washington, New
York
and
much lower than you will have to an had no enemies. There is no evihas
"had
hbi
RENTman
FOR
Third
-Probably sonic
floor over
other cities in the east on a month's
the room week to be Miss Biackard's guest.
dence of a struggle in
pay elsewhere.
eye on" your business for sometime Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th End of Reign of the Mother-in-Law
Chamberlin, 1449 South trip.
,Mrs.
C.,J.
murdered,
and
the
where
she
was
Is Reached.
-AU Woodmen, their families and
-hut he Nvill not know that you St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office,
Tenth stfeet, left today for ClarksMrs. C, A. Rogers and two children want to sell out until you advertise
friends are invited to attend a social crime was so skillfully- committed
FOR
ville,
Tenn.,
to
be
with
her
husband,
RENT-Four
room
flat
upreturned to their home in Owensboro the fact.
given by Olive camp, No. 2, W. 0. W., that the murderer left no trace of
Omaha, Neb., July 15.- At last,
stairs 1,08 South Third street, Apply
who is constructing a factory there. today after visiting Mrs. J. M. RogTuesday evening at their ali, 120% himself. Neighbors did not hear the
relief from the tyranny of the moth108 South Third.
Mrs, G. Latsh lee, 113.0
Jefferson ers, 530 North Twelfth street. Mrs.
North Fourth street.
Admission shot, and no suspicious characters
er-in-law. Ever since the second genReal love is something that can get
street, returned today from Union J. sq. Rogers accompanied them home
have been noticed in the vicinity.
free.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile eration of man the mother-In-law has
along despite the advice from his
City, Tenn., after a visit to friends and will visit her son,
and hot tamales, call at 111% held the reins. Now comes the Ne-The County Medical society will
family and from hers.
and relatives.
Col. Charles Reed left today for
Five daps Arrested.
South Third street.
braska supreme court to the rescue.
Miss Birdie Leonard, Sixth and Dawson Springs to limit Col. Harry
San Antonio, Tex., July 15.-The
FOR RENT-Four upstaire rooms, With one stroke of the pen the
Elizabeth
streets,
returned
today
Tandy, Col. Reed will return this
Immigration inspectors at Laredo on
modern conveniences, 520 North mother-in-law is 'deposed, In Nebrasthe Mexican border, arrested five from Union City, Tenn., after visit- evening.
ka henceforth the wife Is mistress in
Sixth.
more Japanese near Green's Station ing friends and relatives.
• Miss Virginia Smiley of Cairo, who
r own home: her mother-in-,aw is
FOR SALE-Stake wagon and
Mr. S. Cohn, Sixth and Elizabeth has been her visiting her brother,
yesterday, making their way into the
subordinate. The decision is in
a
spring wagon very cheap. Old telestate through the brush. This makes streets, returned today front a busi- Mr. R. C. Smiley, 523 Harahan boulcase where the wife had left her husphone
433.
15 in all that have recently been ar- ness trip through Tennessee. He will evard, left today for Green brier.
band because the husband's mother
WANTED-Two first-class rooms ruled the household. Minnie Brewer
rested. All of them will be sent le return tomorrow.
Tenn., to visit relatives. She was acMrs. Emmett Holt and sister, Mrs. companied by her niece, Miss Hazel
for light housekeeping, down town, of Platte county, sued her husband,
charge of an officer to San Francisco
R. B. Pugh, left today for Hazen, Harned.
unfurnished. Address S., care Sun. William M. Brewer, for maintenance,
for deportation to Japan.
Ark., to visit their parents.
declared he brought his mother
Mrs. E. Hansen, 403 Nineteentth
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also She
Miss Murrill Brown, of Madison- street, left today for Sturgis to visit
Ladies' Auxiliary,
box stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215 to the home and allowed the parent
The Ladles' Auxiliary of the B. R. ville, is visiting Mrs. Frank
Wall, relatives.
to boss the wife. Conditions became
South Third eareet
T. M4 will give an entertainment/918 Clay street.
so intolerable, says the plaintiff, that'
Mrs. J. H. Oberhausen, of 521
FOR RENT-Four rooms over E. she returned to her own
Thursday evening at the residence of
Mrs. John S. Wood, of Baton South Nineteenth street, and
folks, and
her
It. Mills' millinery store, 316 Broad- left
Mrs. 1, D. Farrington, Eleventh and Rouge, Las will arrive tomorrow three children returned
her husband to live with his
yesterday
way.
Phone
381.
Madison streets,
mother.
morning to visit Mrs. I. D. Wilcox.
from a three weeks' visit in Union
FOR durability and style in harIn its decision the supreme court
Mrs. W. T. Metcalf, returned from County.
ness, saddles and repair work, call Is terse and goes straight to the point
Among Women of the World.
Birmingham today, after a visit to
Chambers,
of
KuttaD.
Miss Nona
at the Paducah Harness and Saddle saying: "Every wife is entitled to a
"Tell me,, Fanny, how much you relatives.
wa, is visiting the Misses Prince, of
Co., 2.04 Kentucky avenue.
would give to have blond hair like
honic to correspond with the circumMists Bertha Crawford, of 1002 Jackson street.
mine?"
Trimble street, and her cousin, Rev.
FOR SALE--A very desirable resi- stances and conditions of her husMiss Sherley Brown, of Sheffield
"I do not know. How much did G. T. Denton. have gone to Roberts,
dence, 1237 Trimble street. Reason band, over which she shall be perAla., is visiting isura Belle Prince
vou give?"-dl Motto per Ridere.
A
Mr. Jesse Bell and son, Ray, whc
for sale owner going to leave town. mitted to preside as mistress.
Miss Effie Polo of the Maynele
Clear and Sweet as the
wife does not forfeit her right to
Phone 605.
road, and Miss Dorothy Miller,
maintenance by refusing to live In a
Human Voice
HIS PLEA.
this city, are the guests Of Mrs. I. ('
WANTED-A middle-aged woman
Means We've Wiped Out
home with and under control of her
Oak,
to keep house for small family. Good
Gore. of Lone
Good music is now possible in
husband's mother."
the Profits
wages to right person.
References
the humblest home, for we have
required. Address W., care The Sun.
A sportsman who had a five-pound
Mirrors Am Detectives.
an imported phonograph for
note stolen front him a few months
The cold spring left us with
CLOTHES cleaned and
pressed.
"It is not solely to pleas, the lady
$3'75 which we guarantee to give
ago received the following letter the
All
work
guaranteed.
Solomon,
The
too much thin clothing.
patrons," said an interior decoratoi,
satisfaction. The tone is loud
other day:
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone "that mirrors
so abound in shops.
money
and clear and as sweet as the
your
stoled
Sir-I
"I)ear
We've no intention of car1016-a,
They serve anotker and a more imhuman voice. The instrument
Remorse saws my conehence, and I
FOR RENT- Two-story,
rying suits over from one seaeight- portant purpos0."1i They
help detect
is well made and has no delitulte
dend you a sovereign. When remorse
room home, all modern conveniences, shoplifters.
son to another, so we cut the
parts to break or get out of order.
news again I will send some more.on Third between Clark and Adams,
"If you shookd study the various
price.
Tip 0.11ary."-Tatler.
Come In and hear it and see if
Mrs. Emma Mebane.
watchers in the'employ of big retail
the music Is not as good ns you
ONE nice furnished room for rent. stores you would find that they' don't
Quick buyers will be thank"The McDougals are so deficient in
have ever heard from a phonoAll modern conveniences, gentlemen watch the patrons directly. They lobk
ful
for
the
cold
spring.
geography."
graph costing ten times the
preferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky at their reflections In the mirrors.
"Aow PO Henry?"
"Of course their
price. It plays any standard
watching, done
Avenue.
"Why they said they were going
that
No
Goods
Charged
in
This
way, is unperceived. The shoplifEdison or Columbia record, and
WANI1E6. Good, practical bookautomobile to Jameeto
take
their
ter glances at the watcher, Rees that
we base °ref Ileo hundred of the
keeper of experience.
A,ddres, in
Sale.
town." I
his back is to her, and secretes a
-latest band pieces and song hits
own.
hand
writing
and
giving
refer.
"Indeed! What for?"
lrojfl !tick JIM 111.-Ilet-Alari.-mIcazaamaaataora
esteescafiedtreveireFarieweryeeiress......
-iallttretir a
waist. The next moment she feels an
FOR SALA;-A boarding house, unfriendly and terrifying tap on the
Roads,"-.Chicago News.
.1*
with fifteen rooms, water. bath anti shoulder, and the watcher, who has
gas; household goods, bedding and caught her by the mirror's aid, bids
you "Never Have" ash (.11
The Owner: "What's the matter?"
everything eomplete. Good location, her sternly to accompany him to the
the "Never Hare" Mei has ter.
end
The Chauffeur: "Soihething's eons wrong, sir, and I can't stop her.*
pi•rhApq yell Will
Fifteen boarder, to start intik. Ad office."- New York Press.
rotas for
319 Broadway.
The Owner: "Than, for heaven's asks, run into ,,tomethin3 cheap."
tisedeet way*.
(fresco F. M., 2227 Melillo* street, SyUP to do things In it)''
ansville, Ind.
The Wetting g
0.1oc, a week.

4Co.

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

IN THE COURTS

Kool Goods
4
HOT DAYS
At Hart's

Ice Cream Freezers
Water Coolers
Refrigerators
Lawn Swings
Hammocks
Porch Swings
Gasoline Stoves
Blue Flame Coal Oil Stoves
Washing Machines
Spri(lkling Hose
Law4 Sprinklers
Croquet SeA Vine Trellis

LOCAL NEWS

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

-IMPORTED PHONOGRAPH

$3.75

NOAH'S ARK
VARIETY ST 0 RE ,

DISCOUNT

-

iCROP CONDITIONS
Tele.
ARE NOT SO BAD A Man is Known by the
phone He Keeps

l

Corn Exceeds the Average 01
all But Three Years
Wheat Conditions Are Not as Good an
Last Year, But Equal Average
Tears.

FARMERS

.4 Great Mid=Season Sum=
mer Sale of Furniture
RARE CHANCE to get what you have been wanting for the home for
so long a time—at prices and terms that cannot help but appeal to you.
Our immense stock of furniture, housefurnishings, etc., must be greatly reduced
before the new things for fall begin to arrive. See below a few of the bargains
awaiting you. We humbly court your inspection and comparison.

A

Brass Beds1Parlor Furniture Coilet Sets
Are advancing weekly in
price. Our line is still
large and assortments unS42-50 will
brokei
get a beauty.

The most critical buyer will find our selec- Now here is your opportion of Parlor Goods lacking in no feature. tunity in Toilet Sets. We
Above we picture you an elegant three- are going to sell you the
piece set, which was-made to sell for $45; entire line at 20 per cent off
our price
$32.50 all this week.

n

-0
110NOGRAPHSC:

Columbia and Edison
PedestalExten=
sion Tables

What is nicer amusement than one of the
iabove, or what will help while away these hot
A handy article. We
summer days better? We also keep all the
Round tables are all the show you a variety of '
latest records cylinder and disc.
go. We have an elegant styles and prices,
assortment of them. 525
buys one nice enough for
any one.

Screens

ission Dining
Room Sets
Direct A c tion
The
Syphon
Gas Ranges In matterBohn
of health alone there
Make your kitchen complete, saves one-half your
gas bill and labor cut in
two. We have them in
all prices and styles.

is nothing better than a BOHN
SYPHON REFRIGERATOR. The price is litte more
than the cheaper kinds, and
they last forever.

Bed Couches and DaVenports
To the housewife that is figuring on style
and comfort we advise to investigate the
above. $5.50 for one that can be converted
into a full size bed.

•

We can now supply you in a variety
of styles. The above set was made to
sell for $60; our price now complete
- $45.00
is -----

HOLD

Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.

EAST TENNEWENLEHIONE CO.

MUCH WHEAT.

CITY TRANSFER CO

Corn;lilleures for the first time this
year in this week's government report. A combination of-the untfrecedented acreage, 98,099,'400 acres,
with a condition somewhat below expectation, gives a prospect of a crop
fof 2,562.384,00e bushels. This has
been exceeded in 1899, 194)5 and
1906. If we add 200,000000 bushels to this year's present expecte)
tion, as we did last year, or even if
we do not, we ot ght to have the
fourth largest crop in our history,
which evidently is above au average
crop. This is a backward and not a
very good year, but it has shown it$230,000.00
Capital
•
s.
self an improving year, in Some re100,000.00
Surplus and undivided proiltS.A
spects. and not a year of excessive
230,000.00
Stockholders liability
deterioration at worst. Thus there is
no reason for excessive fear that
Total
.----- w-....$560,000M00
.o
•••
present indications may not be realTotal INNWILftee 0004.0.A.
eac...$1085,453.211
ized or bettered. The yield per acre
DIRECTORS:
is likely enough a minimum, but it is
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
offset by an addition of some 2,500,000 acres.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
The spring wheat prospect is poorer than last month by some three milSupplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
lion bushels, but at 251,899PO4) inMuscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
dicated, has 1,0,000,000 yet to lose beGEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
fore reaching laet year's yield. The
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
winter wheat has improved in condiED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
tion by a point, and
its promise
gains by 3,000000 bushels, to 382,No11111111111=111111111111111111•11
t595000, against a yield of 492,888,0410 last year. It Is this comparison
carry their stock through the win' The New Indian.
which darkens the crop outlook. Yet
A new series of Indian portraits ter. Or be may be Plenty Buffalo,
it is an obvious remark that comwho has worked
with team
and
Iparisons should be with averages, is needed. The "noble red man" of scraper on the
Huntley irrigation
,uot with maxima. Presumably the Fennimore Cooper and Catlin, the project in Montana for six months;
war paint and feath- or Bert Fredericks.. the MIR night_
'tendency of the government rePo:ts fierce figure
4 to be somewhat too conservative is ers, lost, his romantic interest when foreman on the tunnel at the Zuni
no greater this year than usual, but he was
confined to a reservation and dam in Arizona.
there are much better estimates by fed on ration*.
The pictures will also depict the
Now
the stallted
private observers. The American reservation
woman as a mistress of a
sup- Indian
dweller has been
agriculturist, for instance, estimates planted in turn by the new man, In- prairie cabin, feeding the chickens or
Me condition of corn at 85.2, against dian only in blood and traditions, carrying food to the calves and pigs.
the government's 8lo.2. A five-year who is stepping up to take his place They will include a group of chilaverage is 87. The acreage being so in the life of the west, The pict- dren, trotting off to day school at
large the outturn is unusually depend ures that are to represent the new 8 o'clock with their noon lunches in
ent upon the condition and yield per Indians will include a short-haired, packages under their arms. A big
acre. It would not seem that any dark-faced
man, dressed in black canvas to hang beside the old paint, allowances need be made at present slouch hat, dingy white cotton shirt, ing of the war dance will show 2000
for any corn shortage. The wheat blue overalls and hobnailed shoes. Sioux attending a convocation of the
shortage is of course offset by the un- He may be a Kiowa farmer, who Episcopal church at White Swan, S.
usitally large holdings in farmers' gathered 600 bushels of corn from20 D., and listening to an address from
hands, and the present prospect is acres of cultivated land last year, or Bishop Hare ,or from one of their
somewhat better than
anticipated one of the 391 Pine Ridge Indians, own clergymen, Amos Ross, a fullMagazine.
within the past few days. There is who put up 6,700 tons of hay 'to blood.--Everybody's
no discouragement in these figures
except for those curious pessimists
who may hope that there will be no
answer to Secretary Shaw's prayer
for delivercece from excessive prosperity.
The press of the country generally
published the fact that the deposits
in a New York savings bap* passed
the $100,000,000 mark this week.
When it is considered that this bank
doesn't permit any depositor to have
more than $3,000 on deposit, and that
every deposit is a savings deposit the
great record will be more appreciated.
The American people are great savers, anyway.
The per capita deposit average for
the United State* is $41, against a
world average of $13.95. Each depositor of New Yotk state has $540,
or $170 per capita. Each
German
depositor has only $45, each British
$23, and each French, $22.

Now located at

Glauber' Stable.

I

We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

American- German National sank

PER CAPITA
FOR STATE WHOM"; THIS YEAR
WILL BE $3.40.

Your
This Is an Increace of Ten Cents Over
Last Year—Two and One4falf

Credit is
Good

Odd
Dressers

See the beautiful mahoganized Birch Table, like Must be closed out.
the above, for $8.00 See our line and
during this clearance sale. get the prices.

#

Frankfort, Ky., July 15.—The per
Apita for tilt?. school year 1907-08 of
common schools of Kentucky will
$3.40, an increase of ten cent*.
This per capita was declared today
by State Superintendent J. H. Fuqua
on an estimate that the school revenues for the coming year will approx
titate $2,594,600.
The communication of Judge Hager to Supt. Fuqua, giving the estinrite of revenues to the school fund
iring the coming fiscal year Is as
follows:
Interest on bonds
$138,75.5.fsh
Dividends on bank stock
6,384.4)250000.011
Litenses taxes
Railroad taxes
227000.00
State banks
50,004.01t
Miscellaneous corporations -5'400.0.0,
Distilled spirits
35,004).414)
Fines and forfeitures
2,0/004)04)
Miscellaneous respects
3,700.04)
Tax on rectifiers
1.1.0
26,50000
National banks
Insurance department
7,04)0.00
Sheriff's revenue
1 654000.00

IS 1T HOT
In Your Office
In Your Home
USE AN

ELECTRIC FAN
And be Comfortable

,noa

Total
82,474.3.39.f/0.i
Salance school fund ..
120,2?0.27
Net amount

The Paducah Light
& Power Company

$2,594,600.07

•

The railroads of this country are
Ra 1(1 to use 84,000,000 ties per annum,

.-..0.4••••01,way

X

_
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IL Most Valuable Agent.
The glycerine employed in Dr. Pieree'a
medicines greatly enhances the medicinal
properties which it extracts from native
medicinal routs and holds in solution
much better than alcohol would. It also
poesesstet medicinal properties of its own,
being a valuable demulcent, nutritive,
antiseptic and antiferment. It adds
greatly to the efficacy of the Black Cherrybark, Bloodroot, Gulden Seal root, Stone
root and Queen's root, contained in
"leaden Medical Discovery" in subduing
elirortic, or lingering coughs, bronchial,
throat and lung affections,for all of which
these agents are recommended by standard medical authorities.
In all cases where there is a wasting
away of flesh, loss of appetite, with weak
stom7s, as in the early stages of consumiltin, there can be no doubt that glycerine acts as a valuable nutritive and
skis
e
Idea Seal root, Stone root,
Que s ro t and Black Cherrybark In
Vern
igestion and building up the

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
•••
••••
•••

•
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Paducah
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By Louis Tracy,

Author of "Wings of the Morning." "The Pillar
•••
Light." Etc.
••••
•••
••
COPYRIGHT, 1904, BY EDWARD Ji CLODS.
•
•••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(Continued From Yesterday.)
I must try and earn a peerage, just to
give you your proper place in society,
and then we will grow old gracefully.'
"Oh, Philip," she cried, placing her
hands on his shoulders, "we met once
as children for a few minutes! Fate

most -

efficient
the entrance hall. and the
Glycerine will relieve many cases of pyrosis
(heartburn) and excessive gastric (stomach) girl said the gentleman was a Mr.
acidity."
"Golden Medical Discovery" enriches and Langdon. No; Mrs. Atherley did not
purifies the blood curing blotches, pimples, know him well. He was brought to her
eruption.'.. scrofulousswellIngs and old sores,
"at home" on a previous Wednesday
or ulcers. •
Send to Dr. R. V. Pierce. of Buffalo. N. Y.. by a friend.
for free booklet telling all about the flatly,p
Obviously Evelyn could not have
medicinal roots COMIX3king Ibis wonder=
medicine. There ta no alcohol in it.
more than a passing acquaiutanee with
the man or she would have recognized
him herself. Her agitation that night
The Great North Country.
Nimrod was a mighty hunter, but in the park, the terror of a dtdieult
had he hunted in the "Temagami" situation, was enough to account for
region he would have been a might- her failure in this respect, nor was
theu aware that at her previous
ier one. Nimrod hunted for glory,but
Temagamians hunt for game. Those meeting with Lady Moriand's son she
Indians who made the first canoe of entertained a curious suspicion, inbirch bark long ago, were our great- stantly dispelled by his glib manner,
e
benefactors. The children of these that Langdou was the man who sought

Indians know the canoe, and they
know how to use it, and if you go to
Temagami this summer they will paddle your canoe In their own superb
way. They will be the best guides you
ever had. Students who camp in summer along the Temagami lakes are
able to do two years' work in one.
Finest of fishing and hunting. Easy
of access by the Grand Trunk Railway System. For information and
beautiful descriptive publication sent
free apple to W. Robinson, 506 Park
Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Little Wilie-"I'm going to give
You a surprise, George, I want some
money. Elderly Hubby- "That don't
surprise me a bit." Little
Wifle"But It will when
I tell
you how
much I want"- Ally Sloper.
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S.
rn
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HENRY MAIDEN, JR.

turned to pleasanter topics. He in''ormed Lord Vanstone, who bore the

title as the third son of a marquis,
that his niece's future was more imKENTUCKY.
portant than his lordship's dignity.
look Binding, Bank Work, Legal
He must eat mud for her sake, and
and Library Work a specialty.
willingly withal.
Various firms of solicitors set to
work, and, marvelous to relate, Lord
Vanstone was able to write and inform
his half sister that eertaiu speculations
Office 204 1-2 Broadway,
in which he had invested her fortune
PADUCAH, KY.
Telephones: Office 330; resident were turning out well. A cash payment of £2,09) would be made to her
987.
at once, and abe possessed an assured
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. in.; 2 ta
income of at least £1,500 per annum
p. .m; Sundays, 2 to 3 p. m.

DR. 0. R. KIDD

Evaasville

sad Padecah
(Incorporated)

AND

Packets

(DC41 Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John $
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans
Ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now In et.
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
ratline $4.(.0. Elegant musts on ths
boat. Tabl- unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER

4

Leaves Peouctil for Colo> and wai
landings at 8 a. m sharpe, daily, ex.
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rates
Dow In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un•
Surpassed .
For further information apply U
I. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, 01
Often Fowler, City Paws. Agent, Ili
Fowler-CrtIlLba u gh 41 0011. elles
Both pitons- No. Si.
awe.

ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER..

STEI1E1 CLTIE
Leavem Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday. at 4 p.
A. W. WRIGHT.... ....... Master
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
This company is not responsible
tor invoice charges unless colleced by
▪ .....ollare.olork ear the beat,
Special excursion rates from Paducah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.(10 . Leaves; Paducah every
St'edy ceder et 4 11 171
You eennot enjoy riches until Your
independtrit of them.

"That is ridiculously easy. Tell me
how you managed to escape matrimony
until you were twenty-two and you
re answered."
"Philip, I-I liked you that night I
aw you in the square. You were a
woebegone -little boy, but you were so
brave and gave me your hand to help
me from the carriage with the air of a
young lord,"
"And I have cherished your face ln
my waking dreams ever sinee. You

.I

looked Ilice.st fairy. And how you stuck
up for ree neninst your uncle!"
"Tell me, what did you think of me

when you saw me standing disconsolate in the park?"
to thrust his unwelcome attentions
Tell, tell, tell-it was nothing but
upon her.
sweet questions and'sweet assurances
Mount street-how came Mrs. Ather- that this pair. of turtle doves hail been
ley and her daughter to return to the seeking each other through all eternity.
precincts of Mayfair? That was a litTheir wedding was fixed for the midtle secret between Phinip and Lord dle of July. Sharp work, It may be
Vat:Acme.
e ro --Iff
•-iiiird.-TUT WWIIt neen Atfilsiiii
When Evelyn slyly endeavored to Mr. Abingdon was greatly pleased with
make her new admirer understand that Philip's choice aud urged elm to settle
there could be no intimacy between a down at the earliest possible date.
millionaire and a young lady who was
Mrs. Atherley, too, raised no protest.
embarking on a professional career- The sooner her beloved daughter was
she thought so, be it recorded; this is married the more rapidly would life
no canon of art--be seemingly disre- resume its normal aspect. They would
garded the hint, but interviewed Lord not be long parted from each other.
Vanstone next morning.
The young people had 110 housekeepThe conversation was stormy on one ing cares. Philip's mansions were retele and emphatic on the other. Philip plete with all that Could be desired by
had heard sufficient of Mrs. Atberley'a the most fastidious taste. Ills yacht
history by judicious inquiry to enable was brought to the Solent so that they
him to place sonic unpleasant facts be- etatild run over to Portsmouth on a
fore him lordship.
motor car to inspect her, and Evelyn
When the facts bad been thrust instantly determined that their honeydown the a ristoma tie gorge A n son moon in Etretat should be curtailed to

REMOVED TO THIRD AND

-EVANSVILLE.
PADUCAH
CAIRO LINE.

FIVE CENTS
Speaking of cigars made in

during the remaheise of her life.
The poor lady had heard these fairy
tales before. Indeed, some such story
of more gorgeous proportions had converted tier consols tut° waste paper.
But a lawyer, not Lord Vanstone's.
sent her a check for the larger amount
and at a subsequent interview affirmed
the statements made by tier unreliable
relative.
So she went back to her caste, and
her caste welcomed her with open
arms, and the dear woman thanked
Providence for the decree that her
daughter might now accept the attentions of any man, no matter bow rich
he might he. for she saw the drift of
Philip's wishes, and. if Evelyn were
married to him. sursly all their pre
rictus trials might be deemed fortunate.
She little dreamed that Imperious
Philip had ordered matters his own
It was not to his thinking that his
bride should come to him from the
genteel obscurity of Makla Crescent.
He would give her a greet position.
worthy of the highest in the land, and
It was better for her that he should
woo anti win her from the ranks of
her order.
It should not be imagined that he
was hasty in his deelsion. To his mind,
Evelyn and he were kteorn to each
otber since they were children. It was
not by the wayward caprice of chance
that he met her en the night of the
meteor's fall nor again that he came
to her assistance a second time after
the lapse of years.
It was his mother's work. He was
faithful to her memory -she to her
trust. Never did his confidence waver,
On the day that Evelyn consented to
marry him he showed her hie mother's
photograph and told her his belief.
The girl's happy tears bedewed the
picture.
"A good eon makes a good husband."
she murmured. "Mamme says I have
been a good ditughter, nt141 I will try to
be a good wife, Philip."
Apparently theme young people bed
attained the very pinnacle of earthly
happinerte There was no cloud, no obstacle. All that was beat In the World
was at their feet.
Some such thought Metal through
flallio4,,*gala. brain-coca whoa Kul;n
and be were disc meting the future.
"Of course *P will be busy," he said,
imitating. "You are such an itelustrione little woman- what? Well, onlch
an industrious tall woman that the
days won't he iong tottortgh f6r all you
will find to do. As for me, I suppose

permit them to go for a three weeks'
cruise or Auld the British coast.

This suggestion of course appealed
to Philtp. Nothing could be more delightful. lie whispered In Evelyn's
ear that he would hug her for the idea
at the first favorable opportunity.
One morning. a day of June ratn, a
letter readied l'hillp. It bore the printed superscription, "The Hall, Beltham,
Devon." but this was struck out and
another address substituted. It was
written in a serawling, wavering hand.
the caligraphy of a man old and very
111. It read:
My Dear Philip-I am lying at the point
of oheath, so I use no labored words to
explain why I address you in such man.
rier. I want to tell you how bitterly I
regret the Injustice I showed to your dear
mother and my sister. If. of your charity. you will come to my bedside and assure a feeble old man et your forgiveness, I can meet the coining ordeal strong
In the certainty that Mary Anson will not
refuse what you have given in her behalf. Your sorrowing uncle.
PHILIP /dORL.AND.

With this piteous epistle was inclosed
another:
Dear Mr. Anson-I join my earnest supplication to my husband's that you will
commie his last holm' with a visit. He
blames himself for what has happened
In the past yet the fault was more mine
than his--far more. For his sake I willingly admit it. And I have been punished

For that'

CHAFING DISH
Dcnatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announcing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use In the arts
and mechanics it Is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
It In your chafing dish or alcohol heater; it will be a revelation to you. Re sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
15c

pt. and bottle; fiC rebate
for bottle.

25c 1 pt, and bottle; 10c rehatc
for bottle.
•
36C 2 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate

S. II. WINSTEAD
Prsisot Service on Telephone Orion.
Seventh and Broadway.'

"7-11" the

best live

cent

made by

ma-

terials, and are kept :n perfect condition in our specially
constructed humidors. When
we say that, we have done
our best in au ad-but you
ought to try a few of the
cigars; that's the true test.

Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
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CDROM

FREE

POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED
1$
ay A COMER IN It.x.dc • nese English,or Illustrates; VIdek by MAIL
count),
desiring to
g,
t
each
keeping,
Ha
nk
in
to
FIVE
persons
In
MAIL
ill
Shorthand. Pen-iattend a business college, who will at once
Illanshlp, Arithmetic, Telegraphy, Letteroreil" and send this notice (mentioning this
Writing, Law. Mechanical Drawing, Dual. paper) to Draughon's Practical BUS.College:
PA1)11AH, 311 BROADWAY;
or EVII11.1 ilk', Menip!lis or sit. Louis.

FREE

°Merle Elected at Meeting at Bowling tirte.n-About Medical
Experts.

GRAYSON SPRINGS KY.
Most noted water: and baths in America
IDIAL FAMILY 112E8OR,T
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity 600 guests.
No Mooquittres. No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
BATHS-Sulphur. Mud, Vapor and Massage.
AMUSEMENTS-Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting,

TI-1I

NO TOBACCO IN GRANT COUNTY.

skillful

union men, of selected

eliable

Safe I I

cigars you can find anywhere.
They are

Indorsed by Business Men. Incorporated. 1300.000.00 Capital'
29 Colleges in lb Sista. in.. F. Draughea. fres,

PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
liftmen as the Up-to Mc Business Schools

in the "222," "4-11-44" and

CHAPTER XVII.
HILIP walked on roses during
those glorious days. He had
of the w is system. Of course, it must
fouud his mate. His life was
not be e •cted to work miracles. It will
not cure I FM1[110.1011 except in its earlier
complete. How bright the world
stages. t will u • eerv •es re_ .
and how fair the future.
n 'hanc
n
ordained that we should meet again
411
The only disagreeable incident marsouelrUIERMIlrorTffilli
under strange circumstances. We were
ring
the
utter
joy
of
oortiellt
existence, and
rseness.
n acute coug
s no so e ec ve. •
is In the lingering that only for au instaut, was his en- separated for years. Can fate play us
bang-en coughs,or those of long standing, counter with Langston at Mrs. Ather- any uncanny trick that will separate
even when accompaniedisy bleeding from
,
us again?".
lungs, that -it has performed its most ley's pretty at lu Mount street.
"Well, sweetheart, fate, in the shape
marvelous cures.
Greiner, endowed by nature with an
Prof. Finley Ellingwood, M. Be of Ben- occasional retrospective glimpse of a of Wale, Is coming for me at 6. Un-,
nett Med. College, Chicago says of glylens you sfish me to send for my man
nobler character, read 'him correctly
cerine:
and dress here""In dyspepsia it serves an excellent purpose. when he said that Anson would never
"Sometimes I cannot quite credit my
Holding a tied quantity of the peroxide of .
hydrogen in solution. it is one of the best condescend to name the intruder in the good fortune." she said softly. "Tell
manufactured products of the present time in presence of the NVOIllan he loved.
me, dearest, how did you manage to
Its action upon enfeebled. disordered atomBut be did ask a servant who it was
arhs, especially if there is ulceration or calive nntil you were twenty-five withtarrhal gastritIS (catershal ineeramatitin of with _whom he had just been cong
eru
irrIrTalleng tn love with some other
stomach), it is a
preparation. versing in

MI

Represents First District
Bar Association

• 18 Year,' SucC.35

Paducah, we believe we have

flesh a
s rength, controlling the cough
and brin
g about a healthy condition

nal

'gars

J. D. MOMOT IS
VICE-PRESIDENT

Bowling Green,'Ky., July 15.Fishing.
The Bar asociation elected the folSpecial Rates to famsies. Parties all
Rates $7 h $1050 per week. $25 it $31.50 per iisak
lowing officers: President, T. KenneCluldrea. Reduced Maid Trip Rates of 16.40 over Illinois Central lashed
dy Helm, Louisville; vice president
MEIRCKE BROS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS KY.
(by appellate districts): Firet-J.
Mocquot, Paducah; second-Thomas Aaaimsmk
W, Thomas, Bowling Green; thirdJames Garnett, Columbia; fourthE J. McDermot, Louisville; fifth-W.
Can be Enjoyed in Sale Delight
0. Davis, Versailles; sixth-Richard
on the STEEL STEAMSHIP
Gray, Covington; seventh-W. M.
First-Class Only-Passenger E .rvice Exclusively
Ayres, Pineville; secretary, R. A. Me
ilitrbor Spring's
.
, weekly between
Three mailing
Duluth and all tilaateru
.onnii ting or
Maehiani•
Dowell, Louisville; treasurer. R. C.
,
and Cann'
Stoll, Lexington.
The executive
weekly
SeereeskIps MISSOURI and ILLINOIS two
Frnnkfi.rt,
commitee is as follows: L. C. Willis
. Charlet i.i 1. ,rt b .rt 1 rut erw.• I'Snod nll
And Manistee.
Wrti.ey.i., 1
Shelbyville; John E. Duboise, BowlPr t, rms. booklets, rem rtrutioo... vie..
ing Green; D. L. Thornton, VerJOS. BEROLZHEIIII. G. P. A. Mariam Steamship Co.. Chicago. or
IL F. CHURCH, U. P. A. Northern Michajan Trans. Co., Chicago.
sailles: C. W. Metcalfe, Pineville;
I

LIKE BREEZES

mArou
On.1

No Pointe.

for Ludielyi.vm

Either l'hone No. 77.
Agent for original Allegretti
Candies
W

n....elene.0#.0.e.ee..e.e.e.e

John T. Bashaw, Louisville,
sst resolution, offered by
requed.
with referense to medical experts and
the part they should play in
court

Ruined in fortune, with my trials, was unanimously adopted. Dr.
husband at death's door, I am indeed a J. 'N. McCormack, secretary of the
sorrowing woman. Yours faithfully,
present
LOUISA MORLAND, state board of health, was
and by request made a talk on the
The angular Itallau handwriting of
subject. The following committee
the second letter recalled it faded
under
script in his safe at that moment. The was appointed by the president
address in each case was a village ou these resolutions: D. L. Thornton.
the Yorkshire coast, a remote and in- Versailles; S. W. Tracey, Covington:
accessible place according to Philip's C. U. McElsoy, Bowling Green.
unaided
recollection of the
map.
-Grange House" might be a farm or a Favor Raising No Tobacco In 1908.
Williamstown, Ky., July 15.-The
broken down manor, and Lady Morland's admission of reduced circum- sentiment in Grant county Is fast
stances indicated that they had chosen 'crystalizing against growing any tobacco in' 1908, unless the crops of
the locality for economy's sake. '
These appeals brought a frown of in- 1906 and 1907 are sold before the
thaeltdon to_Anaete.a-_,Mmtv,11.1*-mitele AnatAaLnext_reltrustty-,..11-buttelleved
and his uncle's wife had unquestiona- that every' farmer who has pooled
bly been the means of shortening and these two crops will sign the pledge
embittering his mother's life. The man to grow no more until these are sold,
might have acted in Ignorance; Ur.,
woman did not.
Wise Counsel From the South. •
Yet wiot could he de? Herm* it dy"I
want to give some valuable ading relative's last request! The, or
lame
one of them refused his mother's piti- vice to those who suffer with
ful demand for a little pecuniary help back and kidney trouble," says J. R.
Blankership, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
at a time when they were rich.
. And what dire mischauce could have proved to an absolute certainty that
sunk them into poverty? Little more Electric Bitters will positively cure
than two months had passed sice Sir that distressing condition. The first
Philip Morland was inquiring for his bottle gave me great relief and after
(Philip's/ whereabouts through Messrs. taking a few more bottles, I was comSharpe & Smith with a view -toward pletely cured; so completely that it
making inns his heir.
becomes a pleasure to recommend
Was the inquiry Lady Morland's last this great remedy." Sold under guarruse to save an encumbered estate? antee at all druggists. Price 5'ac.
for my sin.

Why was all pretense of doubt as to
his relationship swept aside so completely?
He glared again at the address on
the letter arid asked a servant to bring
him n railway guide. Then he ascertained that if lie would reach Scarsdale
that day ho must leave London not STANDS AS OBSTRUCTION TO THE
PEACE NEGOTIATIONS.
later than noon. There was a Journeyof nearly seven hours by rail; no
chance of returning the same night.
lie went to the library and rang up
%%mild cling to Use of Merchant nag
Sharpe & Smith on the telephoue.
and Right to Call Anything
A clerk assured him that Mr. Sharpe,

1

el'

BON AQUA SPRINGS
In the

TENNESSEE HIGHLANDS
Rates rr.(X) per week and upwards.
•Is-page booklet sent on receipt of postal. Write

ACconsmoiations for 500 guests.

Dean 6 Walker Managers
Bon itkciutt,

1

Enjoy.
the Delighti,
of a Lake'Trip

OAST LINE'
ACKINAC

Spend your vacation on the Great
Lakes and travel via the large, safe
and comfortable steamers "f the
D.&C.Line. Your b cal tieket agent
4$41i.!$-...11 you through tickets via tile
Ise C. Line to all Great Lake Restores A mammoth new al.:Amer coating 4-S50.000.00 will he in
between Detroit and CleYormad for
season lain.

0 &C TIME TABLE
MACKINAC DIVISION
LA (a [RIC DIVISION
_
Lv.Tobado Mondays &•Saturdays 9.30 A. M.
Leave Del, n daity
10.30 P. M.
Arrive C'eii and daPy
.•Tuatilays & Tnesdays 4.00P. M.
5 30 A M.
Li.Dce,it Mondays &•seurilays 5.00 P. U.
Leave Cies, land daily . .
10 15 P. M.
Arrive Detr 'it daily
•Wednesdays & Fe days 9.30 A. N.
5.30 A. SA.
P'our Trips per week •columerse.ag isa, Clth.
Tri-Week r Darlieht Trikw betweea Deleinit and Ilereland during July and niuru.t. From Juke
ltkh to he ,iwailkik hlth e,e C artr. Liao will operate day mentos direly between Cleveland, rabinettay
ad
geed at Great stamp for illustrated pamphlet. Addrem,
(1. 1', A., Detrntt. Mick.
A. A. Sohn.", li`whi Tar'.
DETRO.7 & CLEVELAND NAY. CO. PbaIP

RUSSIA

Contraband.
who attended to Sir Philip Morland's
affairs, had been summoned to Devonshire the previous day.
"To Devonshire:" cried Philip. "I
The Hague, July 15.-Aostatesman
have just received letters from Sir
Philip and Lady Alorland from York- of the Bismareklan mold if such existed now in Europe probably would kill
shire."
"Mr. Sharpe himself is puzzled ubout the peace conference as an instituthe matter. sir. Lady Morlaud wrote tion hs- some rough ridicule.
from Yorkshire, but told him to proThe exasperating pointlessness of
ceed to Devouslitre without delay."
the stages marked out for the com"Has there been some unexpected de- mittee discussions to pass through is
velopment affecting the estate?"
primarily due to Russia.
"I am sorry, sir, but you will see I
Russia stands as a cynical otiStruecan hardly answer any further ques- tionist whose only intelligent decistions."
ions are tal-en when she sells her
Of coursethe clerk was right. Phil- vote to her
ally. Her attitude on the
ip had hardly quitted the telephone
conversion of merchentEnen into warwhen a note reached him by hand
ships is still the same so that she
front Evelyu: "Please come at once.
!sought to defend in the passage of
Must see you."
Ile was at Mount street in three min- the ships of her subsidized 'volunteer
fleet
under
a commercial flag
utes.
or..
through
the Dardenelles, which
(Continued in Next Anne.)
closed to naval tonnage, and the subsequent hoisting of the war ensign in
Cured Lung Trouble.
the Red sea. Equally she holds that
"It is now eleven years since I had anything is contraband that she
a narrow escape from consumption,"
allowed to keep, as she kept the car
writes C. 0. Floyd, a leading busi- goes of decayed fish fertiliser desness man of Kershaw. S. C. "I had tined for the ceroan farmers, on th44
ruin down in weight to 13[5 pounds, ground
that dried fish was a staph•
and egughing was constant, both by food of the Ji panes'.' troops,
day and by night. Finally I began
On proper behavior ;is to the opentaking Dr. King's New Discovery, and ing of hostilities. Russis has nothing
continued this for about six months, to do with the idea of the chivalrous,
when my (ought and lung trouble old fashioned public challenge. Her
were entirely gone and I was restored rule of conduct is still as it Was in
to my normal weight, 17e pounds." 1876, when she crossed neutral terriThousands of persons are healed ev- tory and invaded the Turkish empire
ery year. Guaraubeed at all drug- for several days before she declared
gists. 5.0e and $1.0'0. Trial bottle war on the sultan.
free,
Our Proposals Adeptcd.
"Much oh my success in life." said
the millionaire, "was due to the advice of my friends."
the
"Is it possible?" exclaimed
skeptical person.
4 "Yea." replied the man of millions.
"1 ttlways listened to it-- hut never
followed it."-- Chicago News.

pessimistic
Note; th eta nd I ng the
views held in some quarters concerning the 'peace conference and Its

work, the members or no. ‘rupticrin
delegation feel confident :bat stem.
good result, will be reached
It now appears that all of lb,
American propositions will he Hat livfRetortly received,
The question of
Immunity' of private property at sea.
although bitterly opposed, will have
"To Keep Well
The whole year through," writes I,. a considerable majority in the vote
A. Bartlett, of Rural Route 1, Gull- this week, and this will be a further
ford, Me.; I and my family use Dr. step toward the adoption of this prinKind's New Life Pills. They have iciple In another conference. Rules
-ThatVgartoinetery-to all et us,n-leenarallbg-theolbeettliswdonen4--e4-tiMeet
TIN* tone the system and cure bill- 'fled towns, villages, etc., originally
centeettpation. presented by Ameilea. will he mite
loneness, malaria :in
etantlally adopted with the approvel
fluaranteed at ll driistelete, 25e,
of the propoisal drawn up by
the
Galierany a men who attributes Italian delegation bringing into hath1s pnitorty to his honesty can't prove mony the different views on this subjcet. The American suggestion regard
44.

year, and there are some valuable ,
privileges and perquisites, including
the use of the no al horses and catriages, with the ;Went:tepee of the
cerning the establishment of a per- servants belonging to the same. The
manent court of aebitration and pro- Earl of Sefton :s the present holder
hibition of the use of unnecessary of the, office.
ervel bullets have been favorably re
eeived.
-The woman wno reads the ads.
log the collection of pecuniary conof
tractural debts without the use
the
force will be supported by' all
great powers and the proposals con-

Finally, in the plenary sitting, the

shops intelligently.

isn't it worth

United States will present a plan. for %%bile to do that?

the permanency of the confereme
itself as an institution the holding of
periodic meetings, and the organization of a program.

Oak Dale Hotel
Etrtatskrutrt, III.

ALI. THE WORLD
Knows that Ballard's Snow Liniment
has no superior for Rheumatism. Stiff
Joints, Cuts, Sprains, Lumbago and all
pains. Buy it, try It and you will always use it. Any body who has used
Bellard'a Snow Liniment Is a liereno-/
proof what It does. All we ask of p,
Is to get a trial bottle. Price 25e, 5e,
and $1.00. Hold by .T. H. Oehlschlaeger,
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.

Evarpthing 01
RAILS SI • Day.
In. I. A. Isclunat, Prnaletress.

NEW STATE lloTEL
alETROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.

The Mastership of the horse is the
most coveted office in the king', Newest and best hotel in the city.
Two large sample
Rates $2.00.
household. The salary is $12,50()
tootles. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
the only centrally located Hotel la
Ise city;
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE AA

LEE LINE STEAMERS

The following reduced rates
are announced:
bottisvile,
Ky., Round
trip $2.50.
Special
train
!cares Paducah 4:30 p.
Saturday. July 201: returning
leaves Louisvil:e I p. no. Monday, July 22. Tickets good telly on special trains in both
directions. No extension will
be granted; no,,,baggage will
be checked.
Nashville, Tenn. Round trip
$2. Special train leaves Paducah 9:25 a. m., Sunday,
July 14; returning leaves
Nashville, 8 p. m., Monday,
July 15. No extension will be
granted; no baggage will be
On special trains going and
returning.

Bound
from

etcursion
to

Pates

Cincinnati,

St. Louis and Memphis, %bleb

are as follows:
reduce!' to Cincinnati and
return
$11.00
St. Ionia,

7.50

Memphis

7.50

0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
°moo Richmond House.:
Telephone 66-it,
- ang11111Y

KILL THE COUCH

Jamestown, Va.- Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
M18,00 every Tuesday,; limit
10 days.
--44,c4aa4orawatiest---opply- tat
City Ticket Office, Filth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cffloe
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot

I rip

Paducah
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AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
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ew Store's Offering of Hot Weather Apparel

•

Attractively Low Prices on New, Exclusive Things for Sultry Days
I

of keeping cool is merely one of dress. Lots of men cling to their heavy under
THEandproblem
outer garments and wonder why they can't stand the heat. Look over our suggestions for keeping cool, or, what is better, come let us fit you out to stand the highest temperature.
This Underwear is Cool
Union Suits in
diaphanous weights, ideal for hot weather, short or long
sleeves and drawers, at.....................
-$1.60to *3 60
Nainsook Shirts and Drawers
A very light garment, made either short or long. sleeve and drawers, at only, a
garment
000
Mercerized Fabrics
Here is a splendid value, made coat style shirt, short sleeve and drawers or the
full lengths, priced only, a garment.
$1 00
Bleached Ciau4e Lisle
Shirts made quarter or full length, in white and cream colors, only, a garment
$1 00
French Lisle and Dr.Deimers
We are sole agents for the fatuous Itagueiette French Lisle I'nderwear, a splendid
piece Of goods and very popular, as well as Dr. Deitriel's linen mesh now so deservedly popular
Night Robes and Pajamas
These light weight garments add to your comfort on the warm, sultry nights
ahead of you.
We-Very light cambric garments cut full size and low neck*
$1 00-A better grade of featherweight cambric, cut full, low neck with bor-

Mohair Coat and Trousers $20
An Ideal Summer Suit
Mohair is the hit of the season-in a light weight suit. It is made up in beautiful patterns of silver gray, London Smoke and Black, and Is the lightest weight
material to be had anywhere. The suite are tailored in die latest styles and will
hold their shape and will wear splendidly. We are selling lots of them and have
one for you at only
$20 00
Ken's Serge Coats, single or double breasted, only..........
-$5
00
Men's Alpaca Coats only..
$11.60
Men's Silk Coats only
$5 up
Dainty, Cool Wash and Windsor Ties
A cool looking tie certainly adds to your appearance on a hot day, and you
should have a good supply of them. We have some exceptionally pretty patterns
in wash ties, in white and varied colors, solids and figures, for only.
25c
The Windsor tie is another popular summer tie, especially for soft shirts.
Solid colors or neat figures in polka dots are the newest Liiings and the prices
are merely.
25c and 52c

Our line of Summer Hosiery Is unsurpassed,
and consists of solids and fancies, cotton, lisle
and silk._...........25c to $2.50
Hot Weather Shirt Specials
Cool Soisette and Mercerized Silk Fabrics, soft collars attached, in shades of blue
and tan, white and cream; also the same shirt made with band attached, to be
worn with linen collar .........
*1.00, $1.50 and *2 00
Flannel's,S New Shirting
This shirt was brought especially for hot weather, and is shown exclusively by us.
Is worn with white collar and is ideal for outings and vacation wear. Guaranteed
non-shrinkable
*2.00
Splendid White Shirts $1.00 and $1.150
We have an exceptionally good value in plain or plaited berioni white shirts, attached or detached collars-shirts worth today more than we price them to you
for.
$1.00 and $1.50

dered brim and braid.

*1 60 --A splendid value in cambric, made with the military collar and handsoniely embroidered front.
*100 Solid colors in Soisette, Pajamas or mercerized fabrics, in blues, champaign

French Pique Plaited Bosom Shirt

and pink.
*I 00 - An exceptionally good value in Pajamas,solid blue, gray and tan Madras,
light and cool.

•-+Ilia..11.4
111..•

Summer Hosiery

We show new arrivals in Shirts every week, and this week bring out a new idea
in a French Pique plaited bosom shirt that is destined for great. popularity. It
is exclusive with us.
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Two Rivermen Start Canoe Trip
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS. \Lieu
From Nashville to New Orleans)
Nashville. Tenn., July 15.- Joe ed to the lead canoe's borloms the
Loftin and Henry Tanksley. two travelers will be protected from bad
well known Cumberland river men. weather, as canvass can be raised in
notice.
pu:led away from this port on the tent style on a moment's
longest river journey ever accomplished by canoe
in the United
States. Their destination Is New Orleans, a dietance of 1,000 miles, and
the trip will consume several weeks.
The adventurers are traveling with
a flotilla of three canoes in
train
fashion, the rear ones carrying the
necessary paraphernalia and provisions. By means of four poles fasten-

REXALL
Cure For

Excessive Perspiration

McPHERS!ON'S
Drug Store.

wf=A=1:e=11
Opportunity
Regular 50c Silk
Lisle Half Hose
-five
A hundred and twe
dozen solid color "Silk Little"
Monarch dye Hose: lavØttrs,
resedaa, modes, dark greens,
browns, cadets, stones, tans and
grays. We are going to give you
the benefit of our purchase and
offer them for a fewdays only at
35c a Pair. Three
Pairs for $1.00
Sr. this treat value displayed in aitr window.

LIMB 1_1311tO *is

Two trips down the Mississippi
from St. Louis to New Or:eans by
gasoline launch are on record, but
this is the first time canoeists have
ever attempted the Ongers of the
treacherous father of waters in their
frail crafts. The voyagers, however.
are confident of withstanding
the
heavy waves of the big Mississippi
steamers, as they built their boats
with their probable experiences on
the Mississippi especially in mind.

in many claims of persons who are
descendants of the Cherokee Indians
for a share in the $4,tree,t4sti bounty

recently granted by congress. There
are hundreds of persons in this section who claim to have Cherokee
blood in their veins.
Five Swiss alpinists have scaled
the higher of unclimbed ,peaks 01
Poncione Cavagnols in Tieino, which
Is 9.000 feet 'high. Many previous attempts tailed owing to the precipitousness of the peak, which resemTHEME OF DISC1ICR1414 ISV REV. bles the Matterhorn. The latter deJ. T. BROWN.
fied climbers for generations.
• The Methodist
Episcopal church,
south, has undertaken to build in
Tells of World Experiences and Says Washingtob a national church which
Odell be in effect a eatedral of the
Churches Must Be Pure-Nun- .
denomination -similar In its scheme
day School Picnic.
to the Presbyterian cathedral suggested some time ago by Justice Harlan
Many new witnesses ern: be proTemperance, in all of its terms,
was discussed last night lir the First duced In the ease against Caleb Pow.
Christian church by the Rev. John T. era, charged with complicity In the
brown, of Louisville. As no evening muider of William Goebel, which will
ervice was held at several of the begin at Georgetown on July 29. The
hurches a large audience was pres- witnesses are being atrmmoned to ap. nt and despite the warmth of the pear on that date.
That the cause of medical scienc.s
%ening and the length of the sermon
'he interest and attention was stead- might be advanced and the condi!ast. Dr. Brown took all sides of the tions, of thousands of suffering asthquestion and went to the heart of matics might be removed. Dr. W. W.
his theme. 0n9i, Of the strong points Robinson. a well-known physician
the address was Omit the church and surgeon of Denver. gave up his
must be pure: the reformation must life.
Arthur B. Hurt, a patient. jumped
'.egin at home.
front a second-story window of St.
tn his travels around the world Dr.
Thomas hospital at Nasthville and
itrown did much temperance work.
was instantly killed. He was cashier
Dr. Brown is an earneet speaker and
of the Massachusetts Mutual bite Inputs force behind what he says. A
surance company.
tribute was paid to the women of the
Injunction suits were flied in the
country and their work in the camcounty district court at Topeka.
paign in New Zealand. Dr. Brown
Kan., by Attorney General 2ackson
Is an enthusiastic for woman suffrage,
against 62 foreign
fire Insurance
and from his experiences in New Zeacompanies. charging them with violand, thinks relief will, be afforded lation
of the state anti-trust laws.
this country when the right of BuffThe national amateur golf
rage is given to the women
pionithip was won on the Euclid Mike
at Cleveland in a 36-hole match by
Sunday School Picnic.
appointed
Roosevelt
President
The First Presbyterian Sunday Chester W. Hill collector of t.he port
schouLAncluding the missions will at Philadelphia.
havea picnic next week at a date to Jetome K. Travers, of Montclair, N.
be set later.
J., from Archie Graham. of the

eaind Cot on 343lece Suits

TEMPERANCE

For sweaty feet and
abnormal perspiration on an part of
the body.
This
remely is not designed for a temporary relief, but is
absolutely .guaranteed to effect an absolute cure.

At an exceptionally close
figure we Niue t from
one of our leading
hosiery nianuf actalrers
the entire balance of a
line of

Heavy tarpaulins will protect a
small cooking stove and utensils.
The ultimate destination
of the
men is Central America. Stops will
be made at Paducah, Cairo, Memphis and Vicksburg to rep'enish supplies.

he saw the fast passenger corn- CUDAHY ORDERED SENT TO JAIL flee to get a pardon. The
executive
eng ra versed the engine' and jumped
was not in his office.
to safety. Scarcely had he done so Tardy in Paying Fine
Up to the time of the closing o!
for Auto
before the passenger train crashed
the police court the fines had not been
Scorching.
The district court of appeals re- having made $500,00Q in real estate Into the light engine with fearful
paid and the clerk of the court isfused tri
grant
Mai or Eugenel speculation during the past few for3e.. The engine of the passenger.
sued county jail mittImuses. Later,
Omaha.
July
15.
-For
a
time
this however,
Schmitz a writ of mandamus, com- years.
the baggage and mail car and a seethe fines were paid.
pelling Judge Dunne to set a date for
ond-elass coach were derailed and afternoon, Edward Cudahy, millionThe Cudahy machine was being
aire,
and
two
other
wealthy
automosettlement of the bill of habeas cor- SIX KILLED IN
overturned.
but
the switch
engine
--TERRIBLE WRECK
jail run by women members of the lampus proceedings In the case in which
was not lifted from the utile, and bilists were face to face with
ilye but Me. Cudahy insisted on stand.
be was convicted of extortion and
with a full head of steam started on sentences. Commitment papers were
sentenced' to five years in the state Many Injured, Mostly Colori41-Faht a wild run which weS not ended un- made out and given to an officer to hag personally -esponeibie, as he owns
Train Collides With Engine.
prison at San Quentin. '
til a switch was thrown for it, and it serve. The trouble arose frcea their the machine.
unwillingness to pay fines for auto
The war department has taken
was ditehed at Carcegie.
Knoxville, Tenn.. .July
scorching.
steps tv ascertain the facts in
'Husband (explaining his
relate
gard to the reported arrest of Japa- negroes met instant death, and 20
Mr. Cudahy, Vice President Vance home coming)- My dear. I couldn't
Pumps
Water;
Neck
Broken.
nese at Fort Romecrans, Cal., for persons, mostly negroes, were injured
Lane, of the telephone company, and help it. I just, missed
the last car
Warsaw, Ind., July I5.-The break Banker T. L. Davis,
making drawings and blue prints ot *hen an east bound vestibule train
pleaded guilty In and had to wait 40 minutes. -Wife-on
the
Southern
railway
collided with Ing of a pump handle today caused police court to exceeding the speed
the fort, Major Gatehell, in coinNew, don't blame it on the street ear
maud at that post, having up
to a switch engine a mile west of John- Thomas Oliver Valentine to fall in 1Lmit. Fines of $2,5 each were im- company. They've
doubtless troubiet
this time failed to notify the depart- son City last night. The switch en- such a way as to break his neck. His posed, but instead of paying the fines e
pnrct7h without you.- Detroit Free
gine
was
in
charge
of
a
hostler,
who,
death
ment of what had taken place.
was instantaneous.
the attorneys sought the mayor's ofBristol. Tenn.. lawyers are sending

Twenty=Five Per Ct. Discount
7,

As the season ads ances additional stimulus is needed to keep business moving with its usual briskness. Though we have had special
clearance sales this season, this second cut surpasses them all, both
in price and variety. It is not a sale of broken lots, but an offering
of our entire stock of three-piece suits at a uniform discount of 25
per cent. Absolutely nothing is reserved; we include Serges.
Granites, Worsteds and Cassimeres, also blacks and blues.
Allot our $7.50 Men's and Young Men's
3-piece suits

$7.50

All of our $12.50 Men's and Young Men's
3-piece suits

All of our $15.00 Men's and Young Men s
3-piece snits

$9.38

$11.25

This second cut applies to every boys' and child's suit in our
Children's
Department, too. We don't want to carry over a single one of them.
$1.50 Children's Suits now
$2.00 Children's Suits now
12.50 Children's Suits now._

North Jersey cliff).
William S. Prendergast. who has
The Church Furnishing society of been ft Mb York policeman for elevthe First Christian church will have en years, has retired from -Le force.

•ottt rector*. Notkr.
Rids for the erection of a building
'lea furnishing, material, for our refrigerating machines, will be received to July 31, 1907, 12 m, at our
Mace, Tenth and (Monroe streets
Plans and specifications can tm elm
at our office. W. reserve the right to
Ireject any or all bids,
PADUCAH BREWERY co

part of the city.
Eloth Phu nem 192.

1.12

1.50
1.88

$3.00 Children's Snits
$4 00 Children's Snits
$5.00 Children's Snits now__

3.00
3.75

UNDERWEAR SPECIAL

An Exeinional Value-Men's Elastic Seam Drawers, regular
price 50c, now.

•

FLOWERS

SCHMAUS BROS.

Young Men',

$5.62

Church Furnishing Society,

For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schmaus Bros for the largest
and moist complete stock of
flowers and plants in the. city.
free d•livory to any

Men's and

ONE-FOUR.TH OFF ON BOYS' AND
CHILDREN'S SUITS

t

a called meeting Tuesday morning
at 9 o'clock at the church
Business
or especial importanee will be on
hand to transact and a full memberhip is requested.

All of our $10.00
3 piece suits

39c

•

0.Gullett
1=4 Off

•

312 Broadway

We Save You Money

on

Every Purchase

Co
4=4 Off

